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J. Kellner ∗

NON ELEMENTARY PROPER FORCING

Abstract. We introduce a simplified framework for ord-transitive models and Shelah’s non
elementary proper (nep) theory. We also introduce a new construction for the countable
support nep iteration.

Introduction

In this paper, we introduce a simplified, self contained framework for forcing with ord-
transitive models and for non elementary proper (nep) forcing, and we provide a new
construction for the countable support nep-iteration.

Judah and Shelah [3] introduced the notion “Suslin proper”:A forcing notion
Q⊆ ωω is Suslin proper if

(1) “p∈Q”, “ q≤ p” and “q⊥ p” (i.e., p andq are incompatible) are all
˜
Σ

1
1 statements

(in some real parameterr), and if

(2) for all contable transitive modelsM (of some ZFC∗, a sufficiently large fragment
of ZFC) that contain the parameterr and for allp∈QM :=Q∩M there is aq≤ p
which is M-generic, i.e., forces that the generic filterG meets every maximal
antichainA ∈ M of QM.

We always assume thatH(χ) satisfies ZFC∗ (for sufficiently large regular cardi-
nalsχ). Then every Suslin proper forcingQ is proper. (Given an elementary submodel
N of H(χ), apply the Suslin proper property to the transitive collapse ofN.) So Suslin
proper is a strengthening of properness for nicely definableforcings.

Shelah [9] introduced a generalization of Suslin proper which he callednon
elementary proper (nep). Actually, it is a generalization in two “directions”:

(a) In (1), we do not require “p ∈ Q” and “p ≤ q” to be defined by
˜
Σ

1
1 statements,

but rather by some arbitrary formulas that happen to be sufficiently (upwards)
absolute.1

(b) In (2), we do not requireM to be a transitive model, but rather a so-called ord-
transitive model (and we allow more general parametersr).

The motivation for (a) is straightforward: This way, we can include forcing
notions that are not Suslin proper (such as Sacks forcing), while we can still prove
many of the results that hold for Suslin forcing notions.

∗Supported by Austrian Science Fund (FWF): P21651-N13 and P23875-N13
1For incompatibility, we do not require absoluteness, although it will be satisfied in the “natural” exam-

ples (but not, e.g., in nep iterations). Of course, according to (2), if p1 andp2 are incompatible inM andq is
M-generic, then there cannot be anr ≤ q, p1, p2.
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Why is (b) useful? To “approximate” a forcing notionQ by forcingsQM ∈M, it
is necessary thatQ is the union ofQM for all possible modelsM. (This is of course the
case ifQ is Suslin proper: anyp∈Q is a real, and therefore element of some countable
transitiveM and thus ofQM =Q∩M.) So if we allow only countable transitive models
M, we can only talk about forcingsQ that are subsets ofH(ℵ1). Of course there are
many other interesting forcing notions, such as iterationsof length≥ ω2, products of
size≥ ℵ2, or alternative creature forcing constructions of large size, etc. Switching
from transitive models to ord-transitive models allows us to deal with some of these
forcings as well.

Note that such ord-transitive models can be useful in a different (and simpler)
setting as well: Instead of considering a forcing definitionand the realizationsQV

andQM of this definition (inV and a countable modelM, respectively), we can just
use two arbitrary (and entirely different) forcingsQV ∈ V and QM ∈ M and require
that QM is an M-complete subforcing ofQV. In the transitive case this concept is a
central ingredient of Shelah’s oracle-cc [8, IV], and it canbe applied to ord-transitive
models as well: An example is [2] (joint with Goldstern, Shelah and Wohofsky), which
proves the consistency of the Borel Conjecture plus the dualBorel Conjecture. For this
construction, nep forcing is not required, but ord-transitive models are. We very briefly
comment on this in Section 1.3.

To summarize:

• Just as Suslin proper, nep has consequences that are not satisfied by all proper
forcing notions. So when we know that a forcing is nep and not just proper,
we know more about its behavior. And while nep implies all of the useful con-
sequences of Suslin proper, nep is more general (i.e., weaker): Some popular
forcings are nep, but not Suslin proper (e.g., Sacks forcing).
For example, let us say that “Q preserves non-meager” ifQ forces that the
ground model reals are not meager (and analogously we define “Q preserves non-
Lebesgue-null). Goldstern and Shelah [8, XVIII.3.11] proved that the proper
countable support iteration (Pα,Qα) of non-meager preserving forcing notions
preserves non-meager, provided that allQα are Suslin proper.
Shelah and the author [5, 9.4] proved that the same preservation theorem holds
for Lebesgue-null instead of meager and that it is sufficient to assume (nicely de-
finable) nep instead of Suslin proper. This has been applied by Roslanowski and
Shelah in [7], which proves that consistently every real function is continuous on
a set of positive outer Lebesgue measure.

• In particular, forcings that are not subsets ofH(ℵ1) can be nep; for example big
countable support products. In particular, we get the following preservation the-
orem: under suitable assumptions, the countable support iteration of nep forcings
is nep.
An example of how this can be used is Lemma 4.24 of this paper. (This fact was
used by Shelah and Steprāns in [11, 4.5] to investigate Abelian groups).
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Section 4, p. 236: We define (a simplified version of) thecountable support itera-
tion of nep forcings (such that the limit is again nep).

Most of the notion and results in this paper are due to Shelah,and (most likely)
can be found in [9], some of them explicitly (and sometimes ina more general setting),
some at least “in spirit”. However, the notation and many technical details are different:
In many cases the notation here is radically simplified, in other cases the notions are
just incomparable (for example the definition of nep-parameter). Most importantly, we
work in standard set theory, not in a set theory with ordinalsas urelements. The result
of Subsection 3.5 is due to Zapletal.

1. Forcing with ord-transitive models

Whenever we use the notationN ≺ H(χ), we imply thatN is countable, and thatχ is
a sufficiently large regular cardinal. We writeH(χ) for the sets that are hereditarily
smaller thanχ andRα for the sets of rank less thanα. (We will use the notationVα for
forcings extension ofPα, theα-th stage of some forcing iteration.)

1.1. Ord-transitive models

Let M be a countable set such that (M,∈) satisfies ZFC∗, a subset of ZFC.2 We do
not requireM to be transitive or elementary. ON denotes the class of ordinals. We
use ONM to denote the set ofx ∈ M such thatM thinks thatx ∈ ON; similarly for
other definable classes. This notation can formally be inconsistent with the following
notation (but as usual we assume that the reader knows which variant is used):3 For a
definable set such asω1, we useωM

1 to denote the elementx of M such thatM thinks
thatx satisfies the according definition.

2We assume that ZFC∗ contains a sufficient part of ZFC, in particular extensionality, pairing, product,
set-difference, emptyset, infinity and the existence ofω1.

3If M is not transitive, then for example the setx= {α ∈ M : M � α ∈ω1} will generally be different from
the elementy ∈ M such thatM � y= ω1. In that casex < M.
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Definition 1.1. • M is ord-absolute, ifωM = ω, ω ⊆ M, and ONM ⊆ ON (and
therefore ONM = M∩ON).

• M is ord-transitive, if it is ord-absolute andx ∈ M \ON impliesx⊂ M.

An elementary submodelN ≺ H(χ) is not ord-transitive. The simplest example
of an ord-transitive model that is not transitive is the ord-collapse of an elementary
submodel:

Definition 1.2. Define ord-colM : M → V as the transitive collapse ofM fixing the
ordinals:

ord-colM(x) =















x if x ∈ON

{ord-colM(t) : t ∈ x∩M} otherwise.

ord-col(M)≔ {ord-colM(x) : x ∈ M}.

By induction one can easily show:

Fact 1.3. Assume thatM is ord-absolute and seti≔ ord-colM, M′≔ ord-col(M). Then

• i : M→ M′ is an∈-isomorphism.

• i(x) ∈ON↔ x ∈ON. In particular,M∩ON= M′∩ON.

• M′ is ord-transitive.

• i is the identity iff M is ord-transitive.

• The ord-collapse “commutes” with the transitive collapse,i.e., the transitive col-
lapse of the ord-collapse ofM is the same as the transitive collapse ofM.

So if N ≺ H(χ) and H(χ) � ZFC∗, then M = ord-col(N) is an ord-transitive
model. This example demonstrates that several simple formulas (that are absolute for
transitive models), such as “x⊂ z”, “ x∪y= z” and “x∩y= z”, arenot absolute for the
ord-transitive models.4 However, a few simple properties are absolute: In particular,
if a formulaϕ(r) about real numbers is absolute for all transitive models, then is abso-
lute for all ord-transitive models as well (which can easilybe seen using the transitive
collaps, cf. the following Fact 1.5). We now mention some of these absolute properties
for ord-transitive modelsM:

• x ∈ ωω is absolute; everyΣ1
1 formula is absolute;

• “Finite sets” are absolute:z= {x,y} is absolute, ifx ∈ M and x is finite, then
x⊂ M andM � “ x is finite”. HM(ℵ0) = H(ℵ0).

4“ϕ(x̄) is absolute” meansM � ϕ(m̄) iff V � ϕ(m̄) for all m̄ from M. Let i be the ord-collapse from an
elementary submodelN to M. Setx= ω1, y= {{0}} andz= x∪y. Thenx ∈ON andz<ON, soi(x) = x and
i(z) is countable. Thereforei(x)∪ i(y) , i(z), andi(x) * i(z). Also, i(z)∩ i(x) , i(x).
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• If M � f : A→ B, then f : A∩M → B∩M. If additionally M thinks that f is
injective (or surjective), thenf is injective (or surjective with respect to the new
image).

• x ∈Rα is upwards absolute. If additionallyx <ON, then|x|≤|α| is upwards abso-
lute.

• If either x ∈ON, or x∩ON= ∅, theny⊂ x is absolute.

Instead of ord-transitive models, we could equivalently use transitive models
with an (ordinal) labeling on the ordinals:

Definition 1.4. A labeled model is a pair (M, f ) consisting of a transitive, countable
ZFC∗ modelM and a strictly monotonic functionf : (M∩ON)→ON satisfyingf (α)=
α for α ≤ ω.
Given a labeled model (M, f ), define a mapi : M→ V by

i(x) =















f (x) if x ∈ON

{i(y) : y ∈ x} otherwise.

Set uncoll(M, f ) := i[M].
Given an ord-transitive modelM, let j : M → M′ be the transitive collapse (an∈-
isomorphism) and letf : M′∩ON→ON be the inverse ofj. Define labeledcoll(M) :=
(M′, f ).

By induction, one can prove the following:

Fact 1.5. If M is an ord-transitive model, then labeledcoll(M) is a labeled model and
uncoll(labeledcoll(M)) = M. If (M, f ) is a labeled model, then uncoll(M, f ) is an ord-
transitive model and labeledcoll(uncoll(M, f )) = (M, f ).

We say that the ord-transitive modelM and the labeled model (M′, f ′) corre-
spond to each other, ifM = uncoll(M′, f ′) or equivalently (M′, f ′) = labeledcoll(M).
So each ord-transitive model corresponds to exactly one labeled model and vice versa.

This also shows that is easy to create “weird” ord-transitive models; in particular
“α is successor ordinal” and similarly simple formulas are generally not absolute for
ord-transitive models. We will generally not be interestedin such weird models:

Definition 1.6. Let M be ord-transitive.

• M is “successor-absolute”, if “α is successor” and “α = β+1” both are absolute
betweenM andV.

• M is cfω-absolute, ifM is successor absolute and “cf(α) =ω” and “A is a count-
able cofinal subset ofα” both are absolute betweenM andV.

Fact 1.7. If M is cfω-absolute andM thinks thatx is countable, thenx⊂ M.
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Proof. If x < ON, then x ⊆ M. So assume towards a contradiction thatx ∈ ON is
minimal with x 1 M (and x < ωM

1 ). M thinks thaty := x\ {0} (constructed inM) is
countable and cofinal inx. Sincey <ON we knowy⊂ M, sox=

⋃

α∈yα is a subset of
M, sincex was the minimal counterexample.) �

M is successor-absolute iff the corresponding labeled model (M′, f ′) satisfies:
f (α+1)= f (α)+1 and f (δ) is a limit ordinal for all limit ordinalsδ.

Remark1.8. • We will see in the next section how to construct forcing exten-
sions for ord-transitive modelsM, or equivalently labeled models (M′, f ′): If
G is M-generic, andG′ the image under the transitive collapse (which will be
M′-generic), then the forcing extensionM[G] is just the ord-transitive model
corresponding to (M′[G′], f ′). Such forcing extensions are the most important
“source” for ord-transitive models that are not just (the ord-transitive collapse
of) an elementary model.

• In applications, we typically have to deal with ord-transitive models that are
internal forcing extensions of elementary models (i.e., inthe construction above
G is in V andM is the ord-collapse ofN ≺ H(χ)).

• All such models are successor-absolute (and satisfy many additional absolute-
ness properties). So for applications, it is enough to only consider successor-
absolute models, and restrictions of this kind sometimes make notation easier.

• Ord-collapsesM of elementary submodels are cfω-absolute. The same holds for
(internal) forcing extensionsM[G] by proper forcing notions. However, general
(internal) forcing extensionsM[G] will not be cfω-absolute: E.g. ifG is generic
for a Levy collapse, thenM[G] will think that ωV

1 is countable. In some appli-
cations (such as the the preservation theorem mentioned in the introduction) it is
essential to use such collapses, therefore we generally cannot restrict ourselves
to cfω-absolute models. However, for other applications, cfω-absolute models
are sufficient (e.g., for the application mentioned in Section 1.3).

Every ord-transitive model is hereditarily countable modulo ordinals:

Definition 1.9. • We define ord-clos by induction: ord-clos(x)= x∪⋃{ord-clos(t) :
t ∈ x\ON}.

• hco(α) = {x ∈ Rα : |ord-clos(x)|≤ ℵ0}

• hco=
⋃

α∈ONhco(α).

For example, ifα > ω1, thenω1 is element of hco(α), butω1∪{{∅}} or ω1 \ {∅}
are not.

Facts 1.10. • ord-clos(M) is the smallest ord-transitive superset ofM.

• An ord-absolute ZFC∗-modelM is ord-transitive iff ord-clos(M) = M.

• If M is ord-transitive and countable, thenM ∈ hco.
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• If M is ord-transitive andx ∈ M, then ord-clos(x) = ord-closM(x) ⊆ M.

• “ x ∈ hco(α)” is upwards absolute for ord-transitive models.

As already mentioned, there is an ord-transitive modelM such thatωV
1 is count-

able inM. SoM thinks thatωV
1 is not just element of hco (which is true inV as well),

but that it can also be constructed as countable set (which isfalse inV).

1.2. Forcing extensions

Forcing still works for ord-transitive models (but the evaluation of names has to be
modified in the natural way). In the following,M always denotes an ord-transitive
model.

Definition 1.11. Let M think that≤ is a partial order onP. So in V, ≤ is a partial
order onP∩M. ThenG is calledP-generic overM (or just M-generic, orP-generic),
if G∩P∩M is a filter onP∩M and meets every dense subsetD ∈ M of P.5

To simplify notation, we will use the following assumption:

Assumption 1.12. P∩ON is empty. (Then in particularP ⊆ M, and we can writeP
instead ofP∩M. Also, if D ⊂ P is in M, thenD ⊂ M.)

In Definition 1.11 we do not assumeG ⊆ P. This slightly simplifies notation
later on. ObviouslyG is M-generic iff G∩P is M-generic. One could equivalently
use maximal antichains, predense sets, or open dense sets instead of dense sets in the
definition (and one can omit the “filter” part if one requires that a maximal antichainA
in M meets the filterG in exactly one point).

Let labeledcoll(M) = (M′, f ′) be the labeled model corresponding toM, via the
transitive collapsej. Let G ⊆ P and setP′ := j(P) andG′ := j[G]. Since the transitive
collapse is an isomorphism,G′ is P′-generic overM′ iffG is P-generic overM. In that
case we can form the forcing extensionM′[G′] in the usual way, and defineM[G] =
uncoll(M′[G′], f ′) as the ord-transitive model corresponding to (M′[G′], f ′). Let J :
M[G]→ M′[G′] be the transitive collapse, andI its inverse, then we can define

˜
τ[G]M

as I (J(
˜
τ)[G′]) for a P-name

˜
τ in M. Elementarity shows that this is a “reasonable”

forcing extension.

We now describe this extension in more detail and using the ord-transitive model
M more directly:

Basic forcing theory shows: IfM is a transitive model,P∈M, andG aP-generic
filter overM, then we can define the evaluation of names by

(1.1)
˜
τ[G] = {

˜
σ[G] : (

˜
σ, p) ∈

˜
τ, p ∈G},

andM[G] will be a (transitive) forcing extension ofM.

5I.e.: If p,q ∈G∩P∩M, then there is ar ≤ p,q in G∩P∩M; and if D ∈ M andM thinks thatD is a
dense subset ofP (or equivalently:D∩M is a dense subset ofP∩M) thenG∩D∩M is nonempty.
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This evaluation of names works for elementary submodels as well, provided
thatG is not onlyN-, but alsoV-generic. More exactly: IfN ≺ H(χ) containsP, and
if G is N- and V-generic, thenN[G] is a forcing extension ofN (and in particular end-
extension). Here it is essential thatG is V-generic as well: IfN ≺ H(χ) andG ∈ V is
N-generic (for any nontrivial forcingP), thenN[G] is not an end-extension ofN, since
G ∈ P(P) ∈ N, butG < N.

This can be summarized as follows:

Fact 1.13. Assume that eitherM is transitive andG is M-generic, or thatM ≺ H(χ)
andG is M- andV-generic. Then

• M[G] ⊃ M is an end-extension6 (i.e., if y∈ M[G] andy∈ x∈ M, theny∈ M), and
ONM[G] =ONM.

• M[G] � ϕ(
˜
τ[G]) iff M � p ϕ(

˜
τ) for somep ∈G.

In the transitive caseM[G] is transitive; and in the elementary submodel case, we get:

• (M[G], ǫ,M) ≺ (HV[G](χ), ǫ,HV(χ)).

• Forcing extension commutes with transitive collapse: Leti be the transitive
collapse ofM, and I of M[G]. Then I extendsi, i[G] is i[M] -generic and
i(

˜
τ)[i[G]] = I (

˜
τ[G]).

If one considers general ord-transitive candidatesM (i.e., M is neither transitive
nor an elementary submodel), then Definition (1.1) does not work any more. For ex-
ample, ifM is countable and thinks that

˜
τ is a standard name for the ordinalωV

1 , then

˜
τ ⊂ M is countable, so

˜
τ[G] will always be countable and different fromωV

1 . This leads
to the following natural modification of (1.1):

Definition 1.14. Let G beP-generic overM, and letM think that
˜
τ is aP-name.

˜
τ[G]M

≔















x, if x ∈ M &(∃p ∈G∩P) M � “ p
˜
τ = x̌”

{
˜
σ[G]M : (∃p ∈G∩P) (

˜
σ, p) ∈

˜
τ∩M} otherwise.

M[G] ≔ {
˜
τ[G]M :

˜
τ ∈ M, M � “

˜
τ is aP-name”}.

(Note that being aP-name is absolute.)

We usually just write
˜
τ[G] instead of

˜
τ[G]M. There should be no confusion

which notion of evaluation we mean, 1.14 or (1.1), which we can also write as
˜
τ[G]V:

• If M is transitive, then
˜
τ[G]M =

˜
τ[G]V.

6Any usual concept of forcing extension (with regard to pairsof ∈-models) will require thatM[G] is an
end-extension ofM: If

˜
τ is forced to be in somex with x ∈ V, then the value of

˜
τ can be decided by a dense

set. Similarly, we get:M is M[G] intersected with the transitive closure ofM.
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• If M is elementary submodel (andG is M- andV-generic), then we use
˜
τ[G]V.

(
˜
τ[G]M does not lead to a meaningful forcing extensions.)7

• If M is ord-transitive, then we use
˜
τ[G]M.

Remark1.15. The omission ofM in
˜
τ[G]M should not hide the fact that for ord-

transitive models,
˜
τ[G]M trivially doesdepend onM: If for exampleM1∩ β = α < β

andM1 thinks that
˜
τ is a standard name forβ, and if M2 containsP,

˜
τ andα, then then

˜
τ[G]M1 = β ,

˜
τ[G]M2.

˜
τ[G] is well-defined only ifG is M-generic, or at least a filter. (IfG contains

p0 ⊥P p1, then there is (inM) a name
˜
τ and x0 , x1 such thatpi forces

˜
τ = xi for

i ∈ {0,1}.)
If M is ord-transitive then the basic forcing theorem works as usual (using the

modified evaluation):

Theorem 1.16. Assume thatM is ord-transitive and thatG is M-generic. Then

• M[G] is ord-transitive.

• M[G] ⊃ M is an end-extension. ONM[G] =ONM.

• M[G] � ϕ(
˜
τ[G]) iff M � p ϕ(

˜
τ) for somep ∈G∩P.

Moreover, the transitive collapse commutes with the forcing extension: Let (M′, f ′)
correspond toM, andG′ the image ofG under the transitive collapse. Then (M′[G′], f ′)
corresponds toM[G].

(The proof is a straightforward induction.) So forcing extensions of ord-transitive
models behave just like the usual extensions. For example, we immediately get:

Corollary 1.17. If M is countable and ord-transitive, thenM � “ p  ϕ(
˜
τ)” iff

M[G] � ϕ(
˜
τ[G]) for everyM-generic filterG (in V) containingp.

Fact 1.18. Assume thatN is ord-transitive,M ∈ N, P ∈ M. Then the following are
absolute betweenN andV (for G ∈ N and

˜
τ ∈ M):

• M is ord-transitive.

• G is M-generic, and

• (assumingM is ord-transitive andG is M-generic)
˜
τ[G]M.

The last item means that we get the same value for
˜
τ[G]M whether we calculate

it in N or V. It doesnot mean
˜
τ[G]M =

˜
τ[G]N. (If

˜
τ is in M, then

˜
τ[G]N will generally

not be an interesting or meaningful object.)

7If M is not ord-transitive, e.g.,M ≺ H(χ), then
˜
τ[G]M does not lead to a meaningful forcing extension:

Let P be the countable partial functions fromω1 to ω1, and letG be M-generic (G can additionally beV-
generic as well). Let

˜
Γ ∈ M be the canonical name for the generic filterG. So

˜
Γ[G]M is countable. SinceP

isσ-closed,
˜
Γ[G]M ∈ PV(P) ∈ M, soM[G] (using the modified evaluation) is not an end-extension ofV.
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Let us come back once more to the proper case. By induction on the rank of the
names we get that the ord-collapse and forcing extension commute:

Lemma 1.19. Assume thatN ≺ H(χ), andP ∈ N. Let i : N→ M be the ord-
collapse.

• G ⊆ P is N-generic iff i[G] is M-generic.

• Assume thatG is N- andV-generic. Then the ord-collapseI of N[G] extendsi,
andI (

˜
τ[G]) = (i(

˜
τ))[i[G]].

• If P⊆ hco, theni is the identity onP.

1.3. M-complete subforcings

In the rest of the paper, we will use ord-transitive models inthe context of definable
proper forcings (similar to Suslin proper). But first let us briefly describe another,
simpler, setting in which ord-transitive models can be used.

Let M be a countable transitive model andQM a forcing notion inM. We say
thatQM is anM-complete subforcing ofQ ∈ V, if QM is a subforcing ofQ and every
maximal antichainA ∈ M of QM is a maximal antichain inQ as well. So there are
two differences to the “proper” setting:QM andQ do not have to be defined by the
same formula,8 and we do not just require that below every condition inQM we find a
QM-generic condition inQ, but that already the empty condition isQM-generic.9

For transitive models, this concept has been used for a long time. It is, e.g.,
central to Shelah’s oracle-cc [8, IV]. In oracle-cc forcing, one typically constructs a
forcing notionQ of sizeℵ1 as follows: Construct (by induction onα ∈ω1) an increasing
(non-continuous) sequence of countable transitive modelsMα (we can assume thatMα

knows thatα is countable), and forcing notionsQα ∈ Mα such thatQα ⊆ α (so Qα is
forcing equivalent to Cohen forcing, but this is not the right way to think aboutQα). We
require thatQδ =

⋃

β<δ Qβ for limits δ and thatQβ+1 is anMβ-complete superforcing
of Qβ. We setQ =

⋃

β<ω1
Qβ. So eachQα will be Mα-complete subforcing ofQ. So

we use the pair (Mα,Qα) as an approximation to the final forcing notionQ. Since we
use transitive models, thisQ has to be subset ofH(ℵ1).

If we want to investigate larger forcing notions, we can try to use ord-transitive
models instead. For example, in [2] we use a forcing iteration P̄= (Pα,Qα)α≤ω2 (where
eachQα consists of conditions inH(ℵ1)), and we “approximate”̄P by pairs (Mx, P̄x),
whereMx is a countable ord-transitive model andMx thinks thatP̄x is a forcing iter-
ation of lengthωV

2 . Instead of assuming thatPx
ω2

is a subforcing ofPω2, it is more
natural to assume (inductively) that eachPx

α can be canonically (and in particularMx-
completely) embedded intoPα, and thatPα forces thatQx

α[Gx
α] (evaluated by the in-

ducedPx
α-generic filter [Gx

α]) is an Mx[Gx
α]-complete subforcing ofQα. We show that

8They do not have to be nicely definable at all, and furthermoreQM andQ can be entirely different:
E.g.,QM could be Cohen forcing inM andQ could be (equivalent to) random forcing inV.

9In the proper case, this is equivalent to “Q is ccc”.
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given P̄x in a countable ord-transitive modelMx we can find variants of the finite sup-
post and the countable support iterationsP̄ such thatP̄x canonically embeds intōP
(and we show that some preservation theorems that are known for proper countable
support iterations also hold for this variant of countable support). For this application
it is enough to consider cfω-absolute models.

In the current paper, we do something very similar (in the nepsetting, i.e., the
definable/proper framework), in Sections 4.1 and 4.3. Let us again stress the obvious
difference: In the nep case, we use definable forcings, andQx

α is the evaluation in
Mx[Gx

α] of the same formula that definesQα in V[Gα], and we just get that below (the
canonical image of) eachp ∈ Px

α there is someMx-genericq ∈ Pα.

In particular, the application of non-wellfounded models in [2] does not use any
of the concepts that are introduced in the rest of this paper.

2. Nep forcing

2.1. Candidates

We now turn our attention to definable forcings. More particularly, we will require that
for all suitable (ord-transitive) modelsM, “x ∈ Q” is upward absolute betweenM and
V.10 Also, we will require that for allx∈Q there is a modelM knowing thatx∈Q. This
is only possible ifQ ⊂ hco (since every countable ord-transitive model is hereditarily
countable modulo ordinals), but it is not required thatQ⊆ H(ℵ1) (as it is the case when
using countable transitive models only).

It is natural to allow parameters other than just reals. The following is a simple
example of a definable iteration using a functionp :ω1→ 2 as parameter: (Pβ,Qβ)β<ω1

is the countable support iteration such thatQβ is Miller forcing if p(β) = 0 and random
forcing if p(β) = 1.

Once we use such a parameterp, we of course cannot assume thatp is in the
model M (sinceM is countable and ord-transitive). Instead, we will assume that M
contains its own versionpM of the parameter; in our example we would require that
δ := ωV

1 ∈ M and thatM thinks thatpM is a function fromδ to 2, (so really dom(pM) =
δ∩M) and we require thatpM(β) = p(β) for all β ∈ M.

More generally we define “p is a nep parameter” by induction on the rank:∅ is
a nep-parameter, and

Definition 2.1. p is a nep-parameter, ifp is a function with domainβ ∈ON andp(α) is
a nep-parameter for allα ∈ β.
Let M be an ord-transitive model. ThenpM is the M-version ofp, if dom(pM) =
dom(p)∩M andpM(α) is theM-version ofp(α) for all α ∈ dom(pM).

In other words: A nep-parameter is just an arbitrary set together with a heredi-
tary wellorder.

10There are useful notions similar to nep without this property. Examples for such forcings appear natu-
rally when iterating nep forcings, cf. Subsection 4.1.
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If M containspM, thenM thinks thatpM is a nep-parameter (and ifβ = dom(p),
thenβ ∈ M andM thinksβ = dom(pM)).

We can canonically code a realr, an ordinal, or a subset of the ordinals as a
nep-parameter.

Definition 2.2. Let p be a nep-parameter.M is a (ZFC∗,p)-candidate, ifM is a count-
able, ord-transitive, successor absolute model of ZFC∗ and containspM, theM-version
of p.

We can require many additional absoluteness conditions forcandidates, e.g.,
the absoluteness of the canonical coding ofα× α, or cfω-absoluteness. The more
conditions we require, the less candidates we will get, i.e., the weaker the properness
notion “for all candidates, there is a generic condition” isgoing to be. In practice
however, these distinctions do not seem to matter: All nep forcings will satisfy the
(stronger) official definition, and for all applications weaker versions suffices.

To be more specific: Most applications will only use properness for candidates
M that satisfy

(2.1) M is an internal forcing extension of an elementary submodelN.

More exactly: We start withN ≺ H(χ), pick someP ∈ N, set (N′,P′) = ord-col(N,P),
and letG ∈ V beP′-generic overN′. Some application might also use

(2.2) M is an elementary submodel in aP-extension, for aσ-completeP.

More exactly: LetP beσ-complete, pick in theP-extensionV[G] someN ≺ HV[G](χ)
and letN′ be the ord-collapse. ThenN′ is in V (and an ord-transitive model).

Of course all these models satisfy a variety of absolutenessproperties (such
as the canonical coding ofα×α etc). So for all applications, it would be enough to
consider candidates that satisfy (2.1) (or some exotic application might need (2.2)),
but we we do not make the properties (2.1) or (2.2) part of the official definition of
“candidate”, since both properties are much more complicated (and less absolute) than
just “M is a countable, ord-transitive ZFC∗-model”.

Note however that generally we cannotassume that theP used in (2.1) is proper
or even justω1-preserving. For example in the application in [5], we needP to be
a collapse ofℵ1. So in particular we can not assume that all candidates are cfω-
absolutene.

We will only be interested in the normal case:

Definition 2.3. ZFC∗ is normal, ifH(χ) � ZFC∗ for sufficiently large regularχ.

Sometimes we will assume that ZFC∗ is element of a candidateM. This allows
us to formulate, e.g., “M thinks thatM′ is a candidate”. We can guarantee this by
choosing ZFC∗ recursive, or by coding it intop.

Lemma 2.4. 1. (Assuming normality.) IfN ≺ H(χ) containsp, and (M,pM)
is the ord-collapse of (N,p), thenM is candidate andpM is theM-version ofp.
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2. The statements “pM is the M-version ofp” is absolute between transitive uni-
verses. IfpM is theM-version ofp, andM thinks thatM′ is ord-transitive and
thatpM′ is theM′-version ofpM, thenpM′ is theM′-version ofp.

3. If M[G] is a forcing extension ofM, andpM theM-version ofp, thenpM is also
theM[G]-version ofp.

4. Forx∈ hco, a nep parameterp and a theoryT in the language{∈,cx,cp}, the exis-
tence of a candidateM containingx such that (M,∈, x,pM) satisfiesT is absolute
between universes containingωV

1 (and, of course,x,p andT).

This is straightforward, apart from the last item, which follows from the follow-
ing modification of Shoenfield absoluteness.

Remark2.5. Shelah’s paper [9] uses another notion of nep-parameter With our defini-
tion, for everyp andM there is exactly oneM-versionpM of p, but this is not the case
for Shelah’s notion. (There, a candidate is defined as pair (M,pM) such thatpM ∈ M is
some M-version ofp.) Both notions satisfy Lemma 2.4.

Lemma 2.6. Assume that

• S is a set of sentences in the first order language using the relation symbol∈ and
the constant symbolscx,cp,

• ZFC∗ ⊆ ZFC,

• L′ is a transitive ZFC-model (set or class) containing ZFC∗, ωV
1 , p, andS,

• x ∈ hcoL′ .

If in V there is a (ZFC∗,p)-candidateM containingx such that (M,∈, x,pM) � S, then
there is such a candidate inL′.

Proof. We call such a candidate a good candidate. So we have to show:

(2.3) If there is a good candidate inV, then there is one inL′.

Just as in the proof of Shoenfield absoluteness, we will show that a good candidateM
corresponds to an infinite descending chain in a partial order T defined inL′. (Each
node ofT is a finite approximation toM). Then we use that the existence of such a
chain is absolute.

We define for a nep-parametery

(2.4) f-clos(y) = {y(a) : a ∈ dom(y)}∪
⋃

a∈dom(y)

f-clos(y(a)).

So everyz∈ f-clos(y) is again a nep-parameter.

Fix in L′ for everyy ∈ ({x}∪ trans-clos(x)) \ON an enumeration

(2.5) y= { f y(n) : n ∈ ω}.
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Also in L′, we fix someδ ≥ ωV
1 bigger than every ordinal in{x} ∪ trans-clos(x) and

bigger than dom(y) for everyy ∈ f-clos(p)∪{p}.
We can assume thatS contains ZFC∗ as well as the sentence “cp is a nep-

parameter”. We use (inL′) the following fact:

Let S be a theory of the countable (first-order) languageLS. Then there
is a theoryS′ (of a countable languageLS′ ⊃ LS) such that the deduc-
tive closure ofS′ is a conservative extension ofS, and every sentence in
S′ has the form (∀x1)(∀x2) . . . (∀xn)(∃y)ψ(x1, . . . , xn,y) for some quantifier
free formulaψ (using new relation symbols ofS′).

So we fixS′ andL′, consisting of relation symbolsRi (i ∈ω) of arity r i ≥ 1, and
constant symbolsci (i ∈ ω). We can assume that there are constant symbols forω and
for each natural number. We can further assume

• c0 = cx, c1 = cp,

• R0 = Rǫ(x,y) expressesx ∈ y,

• R1 = Rdom(x,y) expresses “x is a function and dom(x) = y”,

• R2 = Rf-clos(x) expressesx ∈ f-clos(cp)∪{cp},

• R3 = RON(x) expressesx ∈ON.

We setL′i = {R0 . . .Ri−1,c0 . . .ci−1}. and fix an enumeration (ϕi)i∈ω of all sen-
tences inS′ such thatϕi is aL′i -sentence. We now define the partial orderT as follows:
A nodet ∈ T consists of the natural numbernt, the sequences (ct

i )i≤nt and (Rt
i )i≤nt , and

the following functions with domainnt: ord-valt, x-valt, p-valt, and rkt such that the
following is satisfied:

• nt ≥ 4. We interpretnt = {0, . . . ,nt −1} to be the universe of the followingL′nt -
structure:ct

i ∈ nt is thet-interpretation ofci andRt
i ⊆ (nt)r i is thet-interpretation

of Ri for all i < nt.

• ord-valt : nt → δ ∪ {na}. If ci is the constant symbol for somem ≤ ω, then
ord-valt(ct

i ) =m. If ord-valt(a) , na, then we have the following:RONt
(a) holds,

andR∈t(b,a) holds iff ord-valt(b) ∈ ord-valt(a). (Where we use the notation that
na< y for all y.)

• x-valt : nt→{x}∪ trans-clos(x)∪{na} such thatx-valt(cxt)= x. If x-valt(a) <ON∪
{na}, thenR∈t(b,a) iff x-valt(b) ∈ x-valt(a). If x-valt(a) ∈ ON, thenx-valt(a) =
ord-valt(a).

• p-valt : nt → {p} ∪ f-clos(p)∪ {na} such thatp-valt(cpt) = p andp-valt(a) , na iff
Rf-clost

(a). If Rf-clost
(a) andRdomt

(a,b), then ord-valt(b) = dom(p-valt(a)).

• rkt : nt→ δ is a rank-function. I.e., ifR∈t(a,b), then rkt(a) < rkt(b).
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We sett ≥T t′ if

• nt′ ≥ nt, and all the interpretations and functions int′ are extensions of the ones
in t. (So we will omit the indicest andt′.)

• If i ≤ nt, andϕi ∈ S′ is the sentence (∀x1) . . . (∀xl)(∃y)ψ(~x,y), then for all~a in nt

there is ab ∈ nt′ such thatt′ � ψ(~a,b).

• Assume thati < nt, a < nt andx-val(a) = y < ON∩ {na}. Then there is ab < nt′

such thatx-val(b) = f y(i), cf. (2.5).

Then we get the following:

• T is a partial order.

• The definition ofT can be spelled out inL′, the definition is absolute, and every
node ofT is element ofL′. SoT is element ofL′.

• In particularT has an infinite descending chain inL′ iff T has one inV.

• T has an infinite descending chain iff there is a good candidate.

Let us show just the last item: Clearly, a suitable candidatedefines an infinite de-
scending chain: GivenM, we can extend it to anS′-model (sinceS′ is a conservative
extension ofS) and find a rank function rk forM. Then we can construct a chain as a
subset of those nodest ∈ T that correspond to finite subsets ofM: To every sucht we
just have to put enough elements intot′ to witness the requirements.

On the other hand, a chain defines a candidate: The union of thestructures in
the chain is aL′-structureM′ and anS′-model. The function rk defines a rank onM′.
So we can define by induction on this rank a functioni : M′→ V the following way:

i(x) =















ord-val(a) if ord-val(x) , na

{i(y) : y ∈ x} otherwise.

We setM′ = i[M]. By induction,i is an isomorphism between (M′,R∈,RON, xM′ ,pM′)
and (M,∈,ON, x,pM), i.e., thatM is the required good candidate. �

Remark2.7. • If p is a real, then the transitive collapse of a candidate still is a
candidate. So ifx is a real andS as above, the existence of an appropriate
candidate is equivalent to the existence of a transitive candidate, which is a

˜
Σ

1
2

statement (in the parametersp, x,S).

• There is also a notion of non-wellfounded non elementary (nw-nep) forcing,
cf. [10], where candidates do not have to be wellfounded. Then the existence of
a candidate (with a real parameter) is even a

˜
Σ

1
1-statement.
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2.2. Non elementary proper forcing

We investigate forcing notionsQ defined with a nep-parameterp: Q= {x : ϕ∈Q(x,p)}.
If M is a (ZFC∗,p)-candidate, we assume that inM the class{x : ϕ∈Q(x, pM)} is a
set, which we will denote byQM. Generally such aQM does not have to be a subset
of M, but to simplify notation (as in Assumption 1.12) we assume that Q is disjoint
to ON (we can assume that this requirement is explicitly stated in the formulaϕ∈Q).
Then QM ⊂ M. Analogously, we assume thatq ≤ p iff ϕ≤Q(q, p,p), and that inM,
{(p,q) : ϕ≤Q(q, p,pM)} is a quasiorder onQM. We writeq≤M p for M � ϕ≤Q(q, p,pM).
Additionally we require that these formulas are upwards absolute. To summarize:

Definition 2.8. • M1 is a candidate inM2 means the following:M1 is a candidate,
M2 is either a candidate orM2=V, M1 ∈M2, andM2 knows thatM1 is countable.

• ϕ(x) is upwards absolute for candidates means: IfM1 is a candidate inM2, a ∈
M1, andM1 � ϕ(a), thenM2 � ϕ(a).

• A forcing Q is upwards absolutely defined by the nep-parameterp, if the follow-
ing is satisfied:
In V and all (ZFC∗,p)-candidatesM, ϕ∈Q defines a set andϕ≤Q defines a qua-
siorder on this set, andϕ∈Q andϕ≤Q are upwards absolute for candidates.

As usual, we define:

Definition 2.9. q ∈ Q is Q-generic overM (or just: M-generic), ifq forces that (the
V-generic filter)GQ is QM-generic overM.

Recall that “G is M-generic” is defined in 1.11. Of course,GQ will generally
not be a subset ofQM.

Note that “p ∈ Q”, “ q ≤ p” and therefore “p ‖ q” are upward absolute, but⊥
is not. (It will be absolute in most simple examples of nep-forcing, but typically not
in nep-iterations or similar constructions using nep forcings as building blocks). This
effect is specific for nep forcing, it appears neither in proper forcing (since forN ≺
H(χ), incompatibility always is absolute), nor in Suslin proper (since the absoluteness
of incompatibility is part of the definition).

Since⊥ is not absolute, “q is M-generic” is generallynotequivalent to “q forces
that all denseD in M meetG”. (The V-genericG is not necessarily aQM-filter.)

Now we can finally define:

Definition 2.10. Q is a non elementary proper (nep) forcing for (ZFC∗,p), defined by
formulasϕ∈Q(x,p), ϕ≤Q(x,y,p), if

• Q is upwards absolutely defined for (ZFC∗,p)-candidates, and

• for all (ZFC∗,p)-candidatesM and for allp ∈ QM there is anM-genericq≤ p.

Sometimes we will denote thep and ZFC∗ belonging toQ by pQ and ZFC∗Q and
denote a (ZFC∗Q,pQ)-candidate by “Q-candidate”.

We will only be interested in normal forcings:
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Definition 2.11. A nep-definitionQ is normal, if

• ZFC∗ is normal (cf. 2.3),

• Q⊆ hco inV and in all candidates (cf. 1.9),

• “ p ∈ Q” and “q ≤ p” are absolute betweenV and H(χ) (for sufficiently large
regularχ).

If ZFC∗ is normal, then the ord-collapse collapse of anyN ≺ H(χ) containingp
is a candidate. So we get:

Lemma 2.12. If Q is normal, then for anyp∈Q there is a candidateM such that
q ∈ QM. If Q is normal and nep, thenQ is proper.

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 2.4 (and the fact that in thedefinition of
proper one can assume that the elementary submodels containan arbitrary fixed pa-
rameter, see e.g. [1, Def. 3.7]). �

As already mentioned, we are only interested in normal forcings, and we will
later tacitly assume normality whenever we say a forcing is nep.

Remark2.13. However, it might sometimes make sense to investigate non-normal nep
forcings. Of course such forcings do not have to be proper. Anexample can be found
in [9, 1.19]: We assume CH inV, and define a forcingQ for which we get generic
conditions not for all ZFC− models, but for all models of 2ℵ0 = ℵ2. This forcing can
collapseℵ1.

2.3. Some simple properties

Shoenfield absoluteness 2.6 immediately gives us many simple cases of absoluteness.
We just give an example: IfQ is upward absolutely defined and normal, thenq≤ p is
equivalent to “there is a candidateM thinking thatq≤ p”. So in particular:

Corollary 2.14. Assume thatV′ is an extension ofV with the same ordinals,
and thatQ is (normal) nep inV as well as inV′. Thenp∈Q, q≤ p andp ‖ q are absolute
betweenV andV′. (But “A is a maximal antichain” is only downwards absolute from
V′ to V.)

The basic theorem of forcing can be formulated as: For a transitive countable
modelM andP in M

(2.6)
[

M � p ϕ(
˜
τ)

]

iff
[

M[G] � ϕ(
˜
τ[G]) for everyM-generic filterG ∈ V containingp

]

.

(And there always is at least oneM-generic filterG ∈ V containingp.)
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By 1.17 we get the following:

(2.7) If M is a countable, ord-transitive model andP ∈ M, then (2.6) holds.

With the usual abuse of notation, the essential property of proper forcing can be
formulated as follows: IfM is an elementary submodel ofH(χ) andQ in M is proper,
then

(2.8)
[

M � p ϕ(
˜
τ)

]

iff
[

M[G] � ϕ(
˜
τ[G]) for everyM- andV-generic filterG containingp

]

.

(And there always is at least oneM- andV-generic filter containingp.)

For nep forcings we get exactly the same:

(2.9) If Q is nep andM a Q-candidate, then (2.8) holds.

If M1 is a candidate inM2, andq is Q-generic overM1, thenq does not have to
be generic overM2 (sinceM2 can see more dense sets). Of course, the other direction
also fails: Ifq is M2-generic, then generally it is notM1-generic (corresponding to the
fact in non-ccc proper forcing that not everyV-generic filter has to beN-generic):M1

could think thatD is predense, butM2 could know thatD is not, orM1 could think that
p1 ⊥ p2, but M2 sees thatp1 ‖ p2. Even for very simpleQ satisfying that⊥ is absolute
“ {pi : i ∈ω} is a maximal antichain” need not be upwards absolute (in contrast to Suslin
proper forcing, see example 3.10).

3. Examples

There are oodles of examples nep forcings. Actually:

Rule of Thumb 3.1. Every nicely definable forcing notion that can be provento
be proper is actually nep.

This rule does not seem to be quite true. A very partial potential counterexample
is 3.17. However, the rule seems to hold in most cases, and becomes even truer if the
proof of properness uses some form of pure decision and fusion, e.g., forσ-closed or
Axiom A. (And in these cases, the proof of the nep property is just a trivial modification
of the proof of properness.)

Overview of this section:

• Transitive nep forcing: The forcings is a set of reals, the definition uses only a
real parameter. In this case it is enough to consider transitive candidates.

3.1 Suslin proper and Suslin+.

3.2 A specific example from the theory of creature forcing.
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• Non-transitive nep: The forcings are not subsets ofH(ℵ1), and we have to use
non-transitive candidates.

3.3 Trival examples:σ-closed forcings.

3.4 Products of creature forcings and similar constructions.

Other examples of of non-transitive nep forcings are iterations of nep forcings.
We will investigate countable support iterations in the Section 4.

• Additional topics:

3.5 Nep, creature forcing, and Zapletal’s idealized forcing.

3.6 Counterexamples: forcings that are not nep.

3.1. Suslin proper forcing

Assume thatQ⊆ ωω is defined using a real parameterp.

In this case it is enough to consider transitive candidates:Such a candidate is
just a countable transitive model of ZFC∗ containingp.11

The first notion of this kind was the following:

Definition 3.2. A (definition of a) forcingQ is Suslin in the real parameterp, if p∈ Q,
q≤ p andp⊥ q areΣ1

1(p).

For Suslin forcings, the nep property is called “Suslin proper”:

Definition 3.3. • Q is Suslin proper, ifQ is Suslin and nep. I.e., for every (transi-
tive) candidateM and everyp ∈ QM there is anM-genericq≤ p.

• Q is Suslin ccc, ifQ is Suslin and ccc.

Suslin ccc implies Suslin proper (in a very strong and absolute way, cf. [3]).
It seems unlikely that Suslin plus proper implies Suslin proper, but we do not have a
counterexample. Cohen, random, Hechler and Amoeba forcingare Suslin ccc. Mathias
forcing is Suslin proper.

Some forcings are not Suslin proper just because incompatibility is not Borel,
for example Sacks forcing. This motivated a generalizationof Suslin proper, Suslin+

[1, p. 357]. It is easy to see that every Suslin+ forcing is nep as well, and that many
popular tree-like forcings are Suslin+, e.g., Laver, Sacks and Miller [4].

3.2. An example of a creature forcing

A more general framework for definable forcings is creature forcing, presented in the
monograph [6] by Rosłanowski and Shelah. They introduce many ways to build basic

11More specifically, the straightforward proof shows that in this case “Q is nep” — i.e. “nep with respect
to all ord-transitive models” — is equivalent to: “Q is nep with respect to all transitive models”.
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forcings out of creatures, and use such basic forcings in constructions such as products
or iterations.

Typically, the creatures are finite and the basic creature forcing consist ofω-
sequences (or similar hereditarily countable objects made) of creatures. The proofs
that such forcings are proper actually give nep. We demonstrate this effect on a specific
example (that will also be used in Subsection 3.5). This specific example is in fact
Suslin proper, but other simple (and similarly defined) creature forcing notions are nep
but not Suslin proper.

We fix a sufficiently fast growing12 functionF : ω→ ω and set

(3.1) k∗i :=
∏

j<i

F( j).

Definition 3.4. An i-creature is a functionφ : P(a)→ ω such that

• a⊆ F(i) is nonempty.

• φ is monotonic, i.e.,b⊂ c⊆ a impliesφ(b) ≤ φ(c).

• φ has bigness, i.e.,φ(b∪c) ≤max(φ(b),φ(c))+1 for all b,c⊆ a.

• φ(∅) = 0 andφ({x}) ≤ 1 for all x ∈ a.

We set val(φ) ≔ a, nor(φ) ≔ φ(a), and we callφ1 stronger thanφ0, or: φ1 ≤ φ0, if
val(φ1) ⊆ val(φ0) andφ1(b) ≤ φ0(b) for all b⊆ val(φ1).

For everyφ andx ∈ val(φ) there is a stronger creatureφ′ with domain{x}. For
eachi, there are only finitely manyi-creatures.

Another way to write bigness is:

(3.2) If b= c1∪c2 ⊆ a then eitherφ(c1) ≥ φ(b)−1 orφ(c2) ≥ φ(b)−1.

Definition 3.5. A conditionp of P is a sequence (p(i))i∈ω such thatp(i) is ani-creature

and liminfi→∞
k∗i
√

nor(p(i)) = ∞. A conditionq is stronger thanp, if q(i) is stronger
thanp(i) for all i.

Given ap ∈ P, we can define the trunk ofp as follows: Letl be maximal such
that val(p(i)) is a singleton{xi} for all i < l. Then the trunk is the sequence (xi)i<l .

We define theP-name
˜
η to be the union of all trunks of conditions in the generic

filter. For everyn, the set of conditions with trunk of length at leastn is (open) dense.
If q ≤ p then the trunk ofq extends the trunk ofp. So

˜
η is the name of a real, more

specifically
˜
η ∈∏

i∈ωF(i).

P is nonempty: For example, the following is a valid condition: val(p(n)) =
F(n), andp(n)(b) = ⌊log2(|b|)⌋.

12It is enough to assumeF(i) > 2i(k
∗
i )

.
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Lemma 3.6. P satisfies fusion and pure decision, soP is ωω-bounding and nep
(and in particular proper).

Sketch of proof.This is an simple case of [7, 2.2]. We give an overview of the proof,
which uses the creature-forcing concepts of bigness and halving:

Bigness:Assume thatφ is ani-creature with nor(φ) > 1, and thatF : val(φ)→ 2.
Then there is aψ ≤ φ such that nor(ψ) ≥ nor(φ)−1 and such thatF ↾ val(ψ) is constant.

(This follows immediately from (3.2).)

Halving: Letφ be ani-creature. Then there is ani-creature half(φ) ≤ φ such that

• nor(half(φ)) ≥ ⌈nor(φ)/2⌉.

• If ψ≤ half(φ) and nor(ψ)> 0, then there is aψ′ ≤ φ such that nor(ψ′)≥ ⌈nor(φ)/2⌉
and val(ψ′) ⊆ val(ψ).

(Proof: Define half(φ) by val(half(φ))= val(φ) and half(φ)(b)=max(0,φ(b)−⌊nor(φ)/2⌋).
Givenψ as above, we setb := val(ψ) and defineψ′ by val(ψ′) = b andψ′(c) = φ(c) for
all c⊆ b. Then

0< nor(ψ) = ψ(b) ≤ half(φ)(b) = φ(b)−⌊nor(φ)/2⌋,

so nor(ψ′) = φ(b) ≥ ⌈nor(φ)/2⌉.)
Fusion:We defineq≤m p by: q≤ p, q ↾m= p ↾m, and for alln≥meitherq(n)

is equal top(n) or
k∗n√nor(q(n)) > m. If ( pn)n∈ω is a sequence of conditions such that

pn+1 ≤n+1 pn, then there is a canonical limitp∞ < pn.

Set pos(p,n) =
∏

i<nval(p(n)). For s∈ pos(p,n), we constructp∧ s≤ p by en-
larging the stem ofp to bes (or, if the stem was larger thann to begin with, then the
stem extendssand we setp∧ s= p). The set{p∧ s : s∈ pos(p,n)} is predense underp.
Let D be an open dense set. We say thatp essentially is inD, if there is ann ∈ ω such
that p∧ s∈ D for all s∈ pos(p,n).

Pure decision:For p ∈ P, n ∈ ω andD ⊆ P open dense there is aq≤n p essen-
tially in D.

Then the rest follows by a standard argument:

Nep: Note thatp ∈ P andq ≤ p andq ≤k p are Borel (sop ⊥ q is absolute;
actually⊥ is Borel as well, i.e.,P is Suslin proper). Fix a transitive modelM and
a p0 ∈ PM. Enumerate all the dense sets inM asD1,D2, . . . . Given pn ∈ M, pick in
M somepn+1 ≤n+1 pn essentially inDn+1. In V, build the limit pω ≤ p0. Thenpω is
M-generic: LetG be aP-generic filter overV containingpω. Fix m∈ ω. We have to
show thatG∩M meetsDm. Note thatG containspm (sincepω ≤ pm). In M, there is
ann ∈ ω such thatpm∧ s∈ Dm for all s∈ pos(pm,n). The definitions of pos(pm,n) as
well aspm∧ sare absolute betweenM andV, the set pos(pm,n) is finite (and therefore
subset ofM), the set{pm∧ s : s∈ pos(pm,n)} is predense (inV), sopm∧ s∈G for some
s∈ pos(pm,n). So we getG∩M∩Dm, ∅.

Continuous readingof names and thereforeωω-boundingfollows equally easily.
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It remains to show pure decision. Fixp, n andD and setp0 = p. Given pm, we
constructpm+1 as follows:

• Choose

(3.3) hm> n+m such that
k∗l√nor(pm(l)) > n+2m for all l ≥ hm.

• Enumerate pos(pm) ass1, . . . , sM. Note thatM ≤ k∗hm
, according to (3.1).

• Setp0
m = pm. Givenpk−1

m , pick pk
m such that

– nor(pk
m(l)) > (n+2m)k∗l /2k for all l ≥ hm.

– pk
m(l) = pm(l) for l < hm.

– Eitherpk
m∧ sk is essentially inD (deciding case), or it is not possible to find

such a condition thenpk
m(l) = half(pk−1

m (l)) for all l ≥ hm (halving case).

• Setpm+1 to bepM
m . In particular,

k∗l
√

nor(pm+1(l)) > (n+2m)/2 for all l ≥ hm.

Let pω be the limit of all thepm. For everyn ∈ ω define by downward induction on
h= n,n−1, . . . ,h0 theh-creaturesφn,h and setsΛn,h ⊆ pos(pω,h) in the following way:

• Λn,n is the set ofs∈ pos(pω,n) such thatpω∧ s is essentially inD.

• Assumeh0 ≤ h < n. So for all s∈ pos(pω,h) some of the extensions in ofs to
pos(pω,h+1) will be in Λn,h+1 while others will be not. By shrinkingpω(h) at
mostk∗h many times, each time using bigness, we can guarantee that the resulting
h-creatureφn,h satisfies: For alls ∈ pos(pω,h) either all extension compatible
with φn,h are inΛn,h+1 or no extension is. SetΛn,h to be the set of thoses such

that the extensions all are inΛn,h+1. Note that
k∗h
√

φn,h > 1/2
k∗h
√

pω(h).

For eachh, there are only finitely many possibilities forΛn,h andφn,h, so using König’s
lemma, we can get a sequence (φ∗,h,Λ∗,h)h0≤h<ω such that for allN there is ann > N
such that

(3.4) (φ∗,h,Λ∗,h) = (φn,h,Λn,h) for all h0 ≤ h≤ N.

We claim

(3.5) Λ∗,h0 = pos(pω,h0)

Then we choose anyn such thatΛn,h0 = Λ∗,h0 and defineq by

q(l) =















pω(l) if l < h0 or l ≥ n

φl,h otherwise.

Thenq essentially is inD, according to (3.5) and the definition ofΛn,h.
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So it remains to show (3.5). Assume towards a contradiction that s∈ pos(pω) \
Λ∗,h0. Let q′ be the condition with stems and the creatures (φ∗,h)h0≤h<ω. Pick some
r ≤ q′ in D.

Let s′ be the trunk ofr. Sos′ extendss. Let h be the length ofs′. Without loss
of generality, we can assume that

(3.6)
k∗l√nor(r(l)) > 2 for all l ≥ h

and thath= hm for somem, wherehm is the number picked in (3.3) to constructpm+1.
In particular,s′ = sk for somek, so

(3.7) r ≤ pk
m

We know thatr ∈ D. This implies that

(3.8) r ′ ≔ pk
m∧ sk essentially is inD (andr ≤ r ′).

Assume otherwise. Then pickH > hm such that
k∗l√nor(r(l)) > (n+2m)/2 for all l ≥ H.

For hm ≤ l < H, we can unhalver(l) to get some ˜r(l) with norm at least nor(pk−1
m )/2>

(n+2m)k∗l /2k. Then the condition consisting of trunks′, the creatures ˜r(l) for hm≤ l <H
andr(l) for l ≥ H would be a suitable condition for the deciding case, a contradiction
to the fact that we are in the halving case. This shows (3.8).

Note thatpω ∧ s′ ≤ pk
m∧ s′, so by (3.8) we get thatpω ∧ s′ essentially is inD.

We can now derive the desired contradiction:

(3.9) pω∧ s′ is not essentially inD.

Proof: Assume otherwise, i.e., for someN everys′′ ∈ pos(pω,N) extendings′ is in D.
Pick n> N as in (3.4). Then according to the definition ofΛn,h, we gets′ ∈ Λn,hm and
therefores∈ Λn,h0, a contradiction. This shows (3.9). �

3.3. σ-closed forcing notions

The simplest (and not very interesting) examples of non-transitive nep-forcings are the
σ-closed ones. We use the following obvious fact:

Fact 3.7. Assume thatQ is upwards absolutely defined, that⊥ is upwards absolute as
well (and therefore absolute) and thatQ isσ-closed (inV). ThenQ is nep.

It is not enough to assume thatQ is ccc (inV and all candidates) instead of
σ-closed, see Example 3.17.

So the following definition ofQ= { f : ω1→ ω1 partial, countable} is nep:

Example 3.8. DefineQ by p=ω1 and f ∈Q if f : p→ p is a countable partial function.
ThenQ is nep.
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Note that we cannot useω1 in the definition directly, since there are candidates
M such thatωM

1 > ωV
1 . Neither could we usef : α→ p, α ∈ p, since such anf in

a candidateM really has domainα∩M, which is generally not an ordinal (i.e., this
definition would not be upwards absolute).

More generally, we can get the examples:

Example 3.9. Assume thatp codes the ordinalsκp and λp, and setQ = { f : κp →
λp partial, countable} (ordered by extension). ThenQ is nep.

This example shows that a nep forcing can look completely different in different
candidates: Assumeκp =ω1 andλp =ω2. So inV, Q collapsesω2 toω1. Let N ≺H(χ),
M = ord-col(N), andM0 ∈V a forcing-extension ofM for the collapse ofω1 toω. Then
M0 is a candidate, andM0 thinks thatωV

1 is countable, soQ is trivial in M0. If M1 ∈ V
is a forcing-extension ofM for the collapse ofω2 toω1, then inM1 Q is isomorphic to
the set of countable partial functions fromω1 toω1.

A slight variation (stillσ-closed):

Example 3.10. Setp = ω1, Q= { f : p→ L∩2ω partial, countable} (ordered by exten-
sion). ThenQ is nep, and there is a candidateM which thinks thatA is a countable
maximal antichain ofQM, butA is not maximal inV.

Proof. x∈ L is upwards absolute, so∈Q, ≤Q and⊥Q are upwards absolute. ClearlyQ
isσ-closed inV. SoQ is nep. AssumeV = L, and pick someN ≺ Lκ for κ regular. Set
M = ord-col(N). In L, constructM′ as a forcing-extension ofM for the collapse ofω1

to ω. ThenM′ thinks L∩2ω is countable, i.e., that{(0, x) : x ∈ L∩2ω} is a countable
maximal antichain. �

Another, trivial example for a countable antichain with non-absolute maximality
is the (trivial) forcing defined byQ= {1Q}∪ (L∩2ω) andx≤ y iff y= 1Q or x= y.

3.4. Non-transitive creature forcing

Some creature forcing constructions use a countable support product (or a similar con-
struction) built from basic creature forcings. In the useful cases these forcings can be
shown to be proper, and the proof usually also shows nep. One would take the index
set of the product to be an ordinalκ, and choose the nep parameterp with domainκ
such thatp(α) is the nep-parameter (a real) for the basic creature forcingsQα.

To give the simplest possible example:

Lemma 3.11. The countable support product (of any size) of Sacks forcings is
nep.

Proof. Again, the standard proof of properness works. First some notation: A splitting
node is a node that has two immediate successors. Then-th splitting front FT

n of a
perfect treeT ⊆ 2<ω is the set of splitting nodest ∈ T such thatt has exactlyn splitting
nodes below it. Note thatFT

n is a front (i.e., it meets every branch) and therefore finite
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(sinceT has finite splitting). Letκ be the index set of the product. So a conditionp
consists of a countable domain dom(p) ⊆ κ and for everyi ∈ dom(p) a perfect treep(i).
In particular,q≤ p means dom(q) ⊇ dom(p) andq(i) ⊆ p(i) for all i ∈ dom(p).

• For u⊆ κ finite, q≤n,u p means:q≤ p, andFp(i)
n = Fq(i)

n for all i ∈ u.

• Fusion: If we use some simple bookkeeping, we can guarantee that a sequence
pn+1 ≤n,un pn has a limitpω. (It is enough to make sure that theun are increasing
and that

⋃

n∈ωun covers dom(pω).)

• For u ⊆ dom(p) finite, we set posu(p,n) =
∏

i∈u Fp(i)
n (a finite set). Forη ∈

posu(p,n) there is a canonicalp∧η ≤ p defined in the obvious way (we increase
some trunks).

• Pure decision: given a conditionp, some finiteu⊆ dom(p), somen ∈ ω and an
open dense setD, we can strengthenp to someq≤n,u p such thatq∧ η ∈ D for
all η ∈ posu(q,n).

To show this, just enumerate posu(q,n+1) asν0, . . . , νM−1, setp0 = p, given pm

find p′ ≤ p∧νm in D and then setpm+1 to bep′ “aboveνm” and pm “on the parts
incompatible withνm”. Then setq= pM.

• This implies nep: Let the forcing parameterp codeκ (e.g.,p : κ→ {0}). Then we
can defineP to consist of all countable partial functionsp with domain dom(p)
such thatp(α) is a perfect tree for allα ∈ dom(p). This is an absolute definition,
and compatibility is absolute.

Fix p= p0 ∈ M. Enumerate asD0,D1, . . . all sets inM such thatM thinksDi is
dense. Givenpm−1 ∈ M, pick a suitableum and find inM somepm ≤um,m pm−1

such thatpm∧ s ∈ Dm for all s∈ posu(p,m). In V, fuse the sequence intopω.
Thenpω ≤ p is M-generic:

Assume thatG containspω an thereforepm. We know thatpm∧ s is in G for
somes∈ posum

(pm,m). Thenpm∧ s∈ Dm∩M∩G.

• With similar standard arguments we getωω-bounding. �

3.5. Idealized forcing

Zapletal [12] developed the theory of (proper) forcing notions of the formPI =Borel/I
for (definable) idealsI . (A smaller set is a stronger condition.) The generic filterGI

of such forcing notions is always determined by a canonical generic real
˜
ηI . How does

nep and creature forcing fit into this framework?

• According to the Rule of Thumb 3.1, mostPI which can be shown to be proper,
are in fact nep. But we do not know of any particular theorems or counterexam-
ples.
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• In particular, we do not know whether there is a good characterization of the
(definable) idealsI such thatPI is nep. (Even assuming thatPI is proper, which
is a tricky property in itself, cf. [12, 2.2].)

• Most nicely definable forcing notions with hereditarily countable conditions such
that the generic object is determined by a real are equivalent to somePI , and
[12] proves several theorems in that direction. (E.g., in many ccc cases there is
a natural generic real, and the idealI can be taken to consist of those Borel sets
that are forced not to contain the generic.) However, there are natural examples
of creature forcings where the generic filter is determined by a generic real and
yet the forcing is not of the formPI . The next lemma gives an example.

• Many of the nice consequences that we get for (transitive) nep forcings also
follow for forcings of the formPI (not assuming nep, but sometimes other addi-
tional properties). For example the preservation Theorem [5, 9.4] mentioned in
the introduction corresponds to [12, 6.3.3].

The following lemma is due to Zapletal.13

Lemma 3.12. LetP be the forcing of subsection 3.2.

1. The generic filterG is determined by the generic real
˜
η.

2. (P,
˜
η) is not equivalent to a forcing of the form (PI ,

˜
ηI ).

To make this precise, we have to specify what we mean with “equivalent”. We
use the following version:

Definition 3.13. A forcing notionP together with theP-name
˜
η are equivalent toPI

(with the canonical generic real
˜
ηI ), if there areP-namesG′I and

˜
η′I and aPI -nameG′

such thatP forces:G′I is thePI -generic filter overV corresponding to the generic real

˜
η′I , andG′[G′I ]PI =G.

I.e., we can reconstruct theP-generic filterG by evaluating thePI -nameG′ with
thePI -generic filterG′I .

In particular, this implies

(3.10) (∀p ∈ P) (∃q≤ p) (∃B̃∈ PI ) qP B̃∈G′I & B̃PI p ∈G′.

We will need the following straightforward fact:

Lemma 3.14. Assume that (P,
˜
η) is equivalent toPI , and that there is a Borel

function f such thatP
˜
η′I = f (

˜
η). Then the canonical mapϕ : PJ→ ro(P) defined by

B 7→ ~
˜
η ∈ B�P is a dense embedding, where we setJ = {B :P

˜
η < BV[G]}.

13Jinďrich Zapletal, personal communication, November 2007.
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Proof. Given p ∈ P, we need someB such that 0, ~
˜
η ∈ B� ≤ p. Let q, B̃,q be as

in (3.10), and setB= f −1B̃. In particularB̃PI p ∈G′, so

˜
η ∈ B iff f (

˜
η) =∈ B̃ iff

˜
η′I ∈ B̃ iff B̃∈G′I , which impliesp ∈G′[G′I ],

i.e., p ∈G. Also,qP B̃∈G′I , soq≤ ~
˜
η ∈ B� ≤ p. �

A density argument together with [12, 3.3.2] gives the following:

Lemma 3.15. Assume thatP is ωω bounding and has Borel reading of names
with respect to theP-name

˜
η and that (P,

˜
η) is equivalent toPI . Fix p0 ∈ P. Then there

is a p1 ≤ p0 such thatP′ = {p ∈ P : p≤ p1} satisfies the following: For allp there is a
compact setC such that 0, ~

˜
η ∈C�ro(P′) ≤ p.

Borel reading means: For allP-names
˜
r for a real and allp ∈ P there is a Borel

function f and aq≤ p forcing that
˜
r = f (

˜
η).

Note that the forcing of Subsection 3.2 has Borel reading (even continuous read-
ing) of names from the canonical generic

˜
η.

Proof. Given p0 ∈ P, there is somep1 ≤ p and f Borel such thatp1 forces
˜
η′I to be

f (
˜
η). So according to Lemma 3.14, the canonical embeddingϕ : PJ→ ro(P′) is dense

for J = {B : p1 P
˜
η < BV[G]} andP′ = {p≤ p1}. Givenp ∈ P′, find some Borel-codeB

such thatϕ(B) ≤ p. [12, 3.3.2] gives aJ-positive compact subset ofB. �

Proof of 3.12.Proof of (1).

We will use the following property of norms, cf. Definition 3.4:

(3.11)
For normsφ0,φ1 with val(φ0)∩ val(φ1) , ∅ there is a weakest norm
φ0∧φ1 stronger than bothφ0 andφ1.

Proof: We defineψ = φ0∧φ1 the following way: val(ψ) = val(φ0)∩ val(φ1) andψ(b)
is defined by induction on the cardinality ofb: If |b| ≤ 1, thenψ(b) = min(ψ(b) =
minφ0(b),φ1(b)). Otherwise,ψ(b) =min(X(b)), for

X(b) = {φ0(b),φ1(b)}∪ {1+max(ψ(b0),ψ(b1)) : b0∪b1 = b}.

We have to show thatψ is a norm: Bigness follows imediately from the definition. It
remains to show monotonicity. We show by induction onb:

(∀c⊆ b)ψ(c) ≤ ψ(b)

I.e., (∀m∈ X(b))ψ(c) ≤m. Form= φ0(b), we haveψ(c) ≤ φ0(c) ≤ φ0(b) =m. The same
holds form= φ1(b). So assumem= 1+max(ψ(b0),ψ(b1)), without loss of generality
for nonempty and disjointb0,b1. Thenb0∩c( b andb1∩c( b, so by definitionψ(c) ≤
1+max(ψ(b0∩c),ψ(b1∩c)) which is (by induction) at most 1+max(ψ(b0),ψ(b1)) =m.

On the other hand it is clear thatψ is the biggest possible norm that is smaller
thanφ0 andφ1. So we get (3.11).
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We will also need:

(3.12) (∀b⊆ val(φ0∧φ1)) (∃b0,b1)b= b0∪b1 & (φ0∧φ1)(b) ≥max(φ0(b0),φ1(b1))

Proof: Again, writeψ for φ0∧φ1. By induction on|b|: If ψ(b) = φ0(b), we can
setb0 = b andb1 = ∅. Analogously forψ(b) = φ1(b). If ψ(b) = 1+max(ψ(c0),ψ(c1))
for c0 ( b and c1 ( b, then by inductionψ(c0) ≥ max(φ0(d0

0),φ1(d1
0)) and ψ(c1) ≥

max(φ0(d0
1),φ1(d1

1)), so we can setb0 = d0
0∪d0

1 andb1 = d1
0∪d1

1. Then

ψ(b) =1+max(ψ(c0),ψ(c1)) ≥ 1+max(φ0(d0
0),φ0(d0

1),φ1(d1
0),φ1(d1

0)) ≥
φ0(d0

0∪d0
1)

(because of bigness ofφ0), and analogouslyψ(b) ≥ φ1(d1
0∪d1

1). This shows (3.12).

For compatiblep,q∈ P we can definep∧q by (p∧q)(i) = p(i)∧q(i). This is the
weakest condition stronger than bothp andq. An immediate consequence of (3.11) is:
p⊥ q is equivalent to

(3.13) (∃n ∈ ω) val(p(n))∩val(q(n))) = ∅ or

(∃b⊆ ω infinite) (∃M ∈ ω) (∀n ∈ b) nor(p(n)∧q(n)) < Mk∗n.

An obvious candidate for reconstructing the generic filterG from the generic
real

˜
η (that works with many tree-like forcings) would be the set

H0 = {p ∈ P :
˜
η ∈

∏

n∈ω
val(p(n))}.

However, due to the halving property ofP, this fails miserably: There are incompatible
conditionsq and r with val(q(n)) = val(r(n)) for all n. More specifically, we get the
following: For all p there is anr ≤ p such that

(3.14) r ⊥ half(p), and val(r(n)) ⊆ val(half(p)(n)) for all n.

Proof: Setq(n) = half(p). Pick for all sufficiently largen somean ⊆ val(q(n)) such that
q(n)(an) = 2. Using the halving property, we can find for alln someφn ≤ p(n) such
that val(φn) ⊆ an and nor(φn) > nor(p(n))/2. Setr = (φn)n∈ω. Thenr andq cannot be
compatible, sinceq(n)(val(r(n))) is bounded. This shows (3.14).

Back to the proof. First note the following: Fixp ∈ P. Let X(p) be the set of
all sequences̄b= (bn)n∈d whered is an infinite subset ofω andbn ⊆ val(p(n)) such that

{ k∗n√p(n)(bn) : n ∈ d} is bounded. Fix somēb ∈ X(b). Thenp forces that
˜
η is not in the

set

(3.15)
˜
Np,b̄ = {ν ∈

∏

n∈ω
val(p(n)) : (∃∞n ∈ d)ν(n) ∈ bn}.

Proof: Assume towards a contradiction that somep′ ≤ p forces
˜
η ∈

˜
Np,b̄. So there is a

boundM such thatp′(n)(bn) < Mk∗n for all n∈ d. Fix N(n) such that nor(p′(l)) > (n+1+
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M)k∗l > 1+(n+M)k∗l for all l >N(n). For alll >N(n) we getp′(l)(val(p′l )\bl)> (n+M)k∗l

(by bigness). Letp′′ be the conditionp′(l) ↾ (val(p′l ) \bl) for l ∈ (b\N(0)). Thenp′′

forces that
˜
η <

˜
Np,b̄, a contradiction. This shows (3.15).

We claim that the following definesG:

(3.16) H = H0∩{p ∈ P : (∀b̄ ∈ X(p)∩V)
˜
η <

˜
Np,b̄}.

H ⊇G by (3.15), so it is enough to show that allp1, p2 ∈ H are compatible. Setbn =

val(p1(n))∩ val(p2(n)). Note thatbn is nonempty, sincep1, p2 ∈ H0. So according
to (3.13) we can assume towards a contradiction that the following holds (inV):

(∃b⊆ ω infinite) (∃M ∈ ω) (∀n ∈ b) nor(p(n)∧q(n)) < Mk∗n.

According to (3.12), we getc1
n,c

2
n such thatc1

n∪ c2
n = bn andpi(n)(ci

n) < Mk∗n for n ∈ b
andi ∈ {0,1}. We assumed that

˜
η <

˜
Np1,c̄1, i.e.,

˜
η(n) ∈ c1

n for only finitely manyn. The
same is true forc2

n, a contradiction. This shows (3.16) and therefore item (1).

Note that to constructG from
˜
η, we use the (complicated) set (2ω)V; compare

that with the much easier construction ofH0.

Proof of (2).

Let us assume towards a contradiction thatP is equivalent toPI . So it satisfies
the assumptions of Lemma 3.15. Fixp ∈ P′, and setq = half(p). Let C be compact
such that

(3.17) 0, ~
˜
η ∈C� < q.

Then
∏

n∈ω val(q(n)) ⊆ C, sinceC is closed. Letr ≤ p be incompatible toq such that
val(r(n)) ⊆ val(q(n)) as in (3.14). Then

∏

n∈ω val(r(n)) ⊆ C, thereforer 
˜
η ∈ C. So

r ≤∗ q by (3.17), which contradictsr ⊥ q. �

3.6. Counterexamples

Being nep is a property of the definition, not the forcing. Of course we can find for
any given proper forcing a definition which is not nep (take any definition that is not
upwards absolute). For the same trivial reasons, a forcing “absolutely equivalent” to a
nep forcing doesn’t have to be nep itself. For example:

Example 3.16. There are upward absolute definitions of (trivial) forcingsP, Q s.t. in
V and all candidates,P is a dense suborder ofQ, P is nep butQ is not nep.

Proof. Pick p ∈ L∩ 2ω and a candidateM0 that thinksp < L. DefineP = {1, p1, p2},
x≤P y iff y= 1 or x= y. SetQ= P∪{q1,q2} and define the order onQ by: 1≤ qi ≤ pi ,
and ifp ∈ L, then alsop2 ≤ q1 andp1 ≤ q2. These definitions are upwards absolute and
P is nep. However,M0 � “q1 ⊥ q2”. But everyQ-generic Filter overV containsq1 and
q2, so there cannot be aQ-generic condition overM0. �

If Q, ≤ and⊥ areΣ1
1 andQ is ccc, thenQ is Suslin ccc, and therefore (transitive)

nep. (One of the reasons is that in theΣ1
1-case it is absolute for countable antichains to

be maximal.) This is not true anymore if the definition ofQ is justΣ1
2:
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Example 3.17. Let Q be random forcing inL ordered by inclusion, i.e.,

Q= {r ∈ L : r is a Borel-code for a non-null-set}.

Thenp∈Q isΣ1
2 andq≤ p andp⊥ q are (relatively) Borel, and inV and all candidates

Q is ccc. ButQ is not nep.

Proof. Pick in L a (transitive) candidateM such thatM thinks thatωL
1 (and therefore

Q) is countable. In particular there is for eachn∈ ω a maximal antichainAn in M such
thatµ(Xn) < 1/n for Xn =

⋃

a∈An a. (Of courseM thinks thatXn is not inL. But really
it is, simply becauseM ⊆ L.) Take anyq ∈ QV, and pickn such that 1/n< µ(q). Then
q′ = q\ Xn is positive and inL, and a generic filter containingq′ does not meet the
antichainAn. �

It is however not clear whetherQ could not have another definition that is nep,
or at least whetherQ is forcing-equivalent to a nep forcing. IfL is very small (or
very large) inV, thenQ is Cohen (or random, respectively) and thus equivalent to a
nep forcing notion. IfV′ is an extension ofV = L by a random real, then inV′ the
forcing Q (which is “random forcing inL”) seems to be more complicated (it adds an
unbounded real, but no Cohen). We do not know whether in this caseQ is equivalent
to a nep forcing.

4. Countable support iterations

This section consists of three subsections:

4.1 We introduce the basic notation and preservation theorem. We get generic con-
ditions for the limit, but not an upwards absolute definitionof the forcing notion.

4.2 We introduce an equivalent definition of the iteration which is upwards absolute.
So the limit is again nep.

4.3 We modify the notions of Subsection 4.1 to subsets of the ordinals, and give a
nice application.

For this section, we fix a sequence (Qα)α∈ǫ of forcing-definitions and a nep-
parameterp coding the parameters (pα)α∈ǫ , i.e., p is a nep-parameter with domainǫ
andp(α) is the nep-parameter used to defineQα for eachα ∈ ǫ. (So we assume that the
sequence of defining formulas and parameters live in the ground model.)

To further simplify notation, we also assume that candidates are successor-
absolute, i.e., “α is successor” and the functionα 7→ α+ 1 are absolute for all can-
didates.

Remark4.1. This assumption is not really necessary. Without it, we justhave to use “M
thinks thatα = ζ +1” instead of just “α = ζ +1” in the definition ofGM

α etc., similarly
to 4.20.
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Also, we assume the following (which could be replaced by weaker conditions,
but is satisfied in practice anyway):

• In every forcing extension ofV, eachQα is normal nep (for ZFC∗ candidates).

• We only start constructions with candidatesM such that generic extensionsM[G]
satisfy ZFC∗.14

4.1. Properness without absoluteness

We use the following notation: For any forcing notion,q≤∗ p meansq p ∈G.

Definition 4.2. Let M be a candidate.

• Pβ is the countable support iteration (in other terminology: the limit of)
(Pα,Qα)α∈β (for all β ≤ ǫ). We useGα to denote thePα-generic filter overV,
andG(α) for theQα-generic filter overV[Pα].

• PM
β is the element ofM so thatM thinks: PM

β is the countable support iteration
of the sequence (Qα)α∈β (for β ∈ ǫ ∩M).

In certainPǫ-extensions ofV the generic filterG defines a canonicalPM
ǫ -generic

GM
ǫ overM:

Definition 4.3. GivenG ⊂ Pǫ , we defineGM
α by induction onα ∈ ǫ ∩M by using the

following definition, provided it results in aPM
α -generic filter overM. In that case we

say “G is (M,Pα)-generic”. Otherwise,GM
α (andGM

β for all β > α) are undefined.

• If α = ζ+1, thenGM
α consists of allp∈ PM

α such thatp↾ ζ ∈GM
ζ andp(ζ)[GM

ζ ] ∈
G(ζ).

• If α is a limit, thenGM
α is the set of allp ∈ PM

α such thatp ↾ ζ ∈ GM
ζ for all

ζ ∈ α∩M.

Definition 4.4. • Assume thatG is (M,Pα)-generic andζ ∈ α∩M. Then we set

GM(ζ)= {
˜
q[GM

ζ ] : (∃p) p∪ (ζ,
˜
q) ∈GM

ζ+1}. I.e.,GM(ζ) is the usualQ
M[GM

ζ
]

ζ
-generic

filter overM[GM
ζ ] as defined inM[GM

α ].

• q is (M,Pα)-generic means thatq ∈ Pα forces that thePα-generic filterG is
(M,Pα)-generic. If p ∈ PM

α (or if p is just aPM
α -name (inM) for somePM

α -
condition), thenq is (M,Pα, p)-generic, ifq additionally forces thatp ∈GM

α (or
that p[GM

α ] ∈GM
α , resp.).

The following is an immediate consequence of the definition:

14Formally we can require thatM satisfies some stronger ZFC′ and that ZFC′ proves that every formula
of ZFC∗ is forced by all countable support iterations of forcings ofthe form Qα. Also, we assume that
ZFC proves thatH(χ) satisfies ZFC∗ for sufficiently large regularχ, and that ZFC proves that the defining
formulas are absolute betweenV andH(χ).
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Facts 4.5. • If ζ ∈ M∩α, thenGM(ζ) = Q
M[GM

ζ
]

ζ
∩G(ζ).

• If q is (M,Pα, p)-generic andζ ∈ M∩α, thenq ↾ ζ is (M,Pζ , p ↾ ζ)-generic.

GM
α is absolute in the following sense:

Lemma 4.6. Assume thatM,N are candidates inV, M ∈ N, V′ is an extension
of V, α ∈ M∩ ǫ, andG ⊂ Pα is an element ofV′ which is (N,Pα)-generic.

1. GM
α (in V′) is the same asGN

α )M
α (in N[GN

α ]). In other words, thePM
α -filter calcu-

lated inV′ from G is the same as thePM
α -filter calculated inN[GN

α ] from GN
α .

2. In particular,Gα is (M,Pα)-generic iff N thinks thatGN
α is (M,Pα)-generic.

3. If G is (M,Pα)-generic andτ a PM
α -name (inM), then “x = τ[GM

α ]” is absolute
betweenN[GN

α ] andV′.

Proof. By induction onα ∈ ǫ ∩M: (2) follows from (1) by definition, and (3) from (1)
using 1.18.

Assumeα = ζ+1. Thenp∈GM
α iff p↾ ζ ∈GM

ζ andp(ζ)[GM
ζ ] ∈G(ζ) iff N[GN

ζ
] �

p ↾ ζ ∈GM
ζ (by induction hypothesis 1) andN[GN

ζ
] � p(ζ)[GM

ζ ] ∈GN(ζ) (by induction

hypothesis 3 and the fact thatM[GM
ζ ] � q ∈ Qζ impliesN[GN

ζ
] � q ∈ Qζ).

Now assumeα is a limit. Thenp ∈GM
α iff (p ↾ ζ ∈GM

ζ for all ζ) iff (N � p ↾ ζ ∈
GM
ζ for all ζ) (by induction hypothesis 1) iff N � p ∈GM

α . �

So here we use thatQα is upwards absolutely defined inV[Gα], and thatM[GM
ζ ] ∈

N[GN
ζ

] both are candidates.

The definitions are compatible with ord-collapses of elementary submodels:

Lemma 4.7. Let N ≺ H(χ), M = ord-col(N), and letG be Pα-generic overV.
Then

1. G is N-generic iff it is (M,Pα)-generic.

If G is N-generic andp,
˜
τ ∈ N, then

2. p ∈G iff ord-colN(p) ∈GM
α ,

3. ord-colN[Gα](
˜
τ[G]) = (ord-colN(

˜
τ))[GM

α ];

4. in particular, (M[GM
α ],M,∈) is the ord-collapse of (N[Gα],N,∈).

Proof. The image ofx under the ord-collapse (of the appropriate model, i.e., eitherN
or N[G]) is denoted byx′. Induction onα:

(1,2 successor,α = ζ +1.) Assume thatG ↾ Pζ =: Gζ is Pζ-generic overN. Fix
p∈ Pα∩N. Thenp∈G iff { p↾ ζ ∈Gζ andp(ζ)[Gζ ] ∈G(ζ) } iff {p′ ↾ ζ ∈GM

ζ (according
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to induction hypothesis (2)) andp′(ζ)[GM
ζ ] ∈G(ζ) (according to induction hypothesis

(3)) }15 iff p′ ∈GM
α .

(1,2 limit) Assume thatGζ is Pζ-generic overN for all ζ ∈ α∩N. Fix p∈ Pα∩N.
p ∈G iff { p ↾ ζ ∈Gζ for all ζ ∈ α∩N } iff p′ ∈GM

ζ for all ζ ∈ α∩M } (by hypothesis

(2)) iff p′ ∈GM
α .

(3) Induction on the depth of the name
˜
τ:

Let A ∈ N be a maximal antichain deciding whether
˜
τ ∈ V (and if so, also the value of

˜
τ). Assumea∈ A∩G∩N. If a forces

˜
τ = x̌ for x∈V, thenM thinks thata′ ∈GM

α forces

˜
τ′ to bex′ ∈ V, so we get

˜
τ′[GM

α ] = x′. If a forces that
˜
τ < V, then

˜
τ′[GM

α ] = {
˜
σ′[GM

α ] : (σ, p) ∈ τ∩N, p′ ∈GM
α } = {( ˜

σ[G])′ : (σ, p) ∈ τ∩N, p ∈G}

(by induction). It remains to be shown that this is the ord-collapse of
˜
τ[G] = {

˜
σ[G] :

σ ∈ τ}. For this it is enough to note that for allρ[G] ∈
˜
τ[G] ∩N[G] there is a (

˜
σ, p) ∈

˜
τ

such thatp ∈G and
˜
σ[G] = ρ[G]. �

Pα satisfies (a version of) the properness condition for candidates:

Lemma 4.8. For every candidateM andp ∈ PM
α there is an (M,Pα, p)-genericq

such that dom(q) ⊆ M∩α.

The proof is more or less the same as the iterability of properness given in
[1]. Since we will later need a “canonical” version of the proof, we will introduce the
following notation:

Definition 4.9. For α < ǫ, let genα be aPα-name for a function such that the fol-
lowing is forced byPα: If M is a candidate,σ : ω→ M surjective, andp ∈ QM

α then
genα(M,σ, p) is anM-generic element ofQV[Gα] stronger thanp.

(It is clear that such functions exist, since we assume thatPα forces thatQα is
nep. Later we will assume that we can pick genα in some absolute way, cf. 4.13).

For α ≤ β < ǫ, let Pβ/α denote the set ofPα-namesp for elements ofPβ such
thatPα forcesp ↾ α ∈Gα. (I.e.,Pβ/α is aPα-name for the quotient forcing.) As usual,
we can define theM-version: p ∈ PM

β/α
means thatp is a PM

α -name (inM) for a PM
β -

condition, and ifG is (M,Pα)-generic, thenp[GM
α ] ↾ α ∈GM

α .

Lemma 4.8 is a special case of the following:

Induction Lemma/Definition 4.10. Assume thatM is a candidate,σ : ω→ M
surjective,α,β ∈ M, α ≤ β ≤ ǫ, p∈ PM

β/α
, q is (M,Pα)-generic, and that dom(q) ⊆ α∩M.

We define the canonical (M,σ,Pβ, p)-extensionq+ of q such thatq+ ∈ Pβ andq+ is
(M,Pβ, p)-generic and dom(q+) ⊆ M∩β.

Proof. Induction onβ ∈ M.

15using the fact that thatp(ζ)[Gζ ] ∈ Qζ is hereditarily countable modulo ordinals and therefore not
changed by the collapse
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Successor stepβ = ζ +1: By induction we have the canonical (M,σ,Pζ , p ↾ ζ)-
extensionq+ ∈ Pζ . In particular,q+ forces thatM′ ≔ M[GM

ζ ] is a candidate and

that p′ ≔ p(ζ)[GM
ζ ] ∈ QM′

ζ . By applyingσ to the PM
ζ -names inM, we get a canon-

ical surjectionσ′ : ω → M′. We define the canonicalβ-extensionq++ to be q+ ∪
(ζ,genζ(M

′,σ′, p′)). Assume thatGβ containsq++. ThenGM
ζ is PM

ζ -generic and con-

tainsp ↾ ζ. If A⊆ PM
β is (in M) a maximal antichain, then

A′ ≔ {a(ζ) : a ∈ A, a ↾ ζ ∈GM
ζ } ⊆ Q

M[GM
ζ

]

ζ

is a maximal antichain inM[GM
ζ ]. Since genζ(M

′, p′) is in G(ζ), there is exactly one

a′ ∈ A′∩G(ζ), i.e., there is exactly onea∈ A∩GM
β . Soq++ is really (M,Pβ, p)-generic.

Limit step: Assumeα = α0 < α1 . . . is cofinal in M ∩ β. SetD0 = PM
β and let

(Dn)n∈ω enumerate thePM
β -dense subset inM. (Note that we get this enumeration

canonically fromσ.) First we define (pn)n∈ω such thatp0 = p, pn ∈ PM
β/αn

, and (M

thinks that)PM
αn

forces

• pn ∈ Dn,

• pn−1 ↾ αn ∈GM
αn

implies pn ≤ pn−1.

Then we pickq= q−1 ⊆ q0 ⊆ q1 . . . such thatqn is the canonical (M,σ,Pαn+1, pn ↾ αn+1)-
generic extension of the (M,Pαn)-genericqn. We setq+ ≔

⋃

n∈ωqn.

By induction we get:

• qn is (M,Pαn+1, pm ↾ αn+1)-generic for allm≤ n.

• qn forcespl [GM
αn+1

] ≤ pm[GM
αn+1

] (in PM
β ) for m≤ l ≤ n+1.

q+ is GM
β is (M,Pβ, p)-generic: LetG beV-generic and containq+.

• GM
β meetsDn: pn[GM

β ] ∈GM
β , sincepn[GM

β ] ↾ αm+1 ∈GM
β for all m≥ n.

• Let r, sbe incompatible inPM
β . In M, the set

D = {p ∈ PM
β : (∃ζ < β)(∃t ∈ {r, s})p ↾ ζ ζ t <Gζ} ⊆ PM

β

is dense, and ifp ∈ D∩GM
β , thenp ↾ ζ ∈GM

ζ , sot ↾ ζ <GM
ζ , andt <GM

β .

�

We repeat Lemma 4.8 with our new notation:

Corollary 4.11. Given a candidateM, σ : ω→ M surjective, andp ∈ PM
α , we

can define the canonical genericq= gen(M,σ,Pα, p). Also, dom(q) ⊆ M∩α.
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SoPα satisfies the properness-clause of the nep-definition. However, Pα is not
nep, since the statement “p ∈ Pα” is not upwards absolute.

Remark4.12. There are two obvious reasons why “p ∈ Pα” is not upwards absolute:
First of all, names look entirely different in various candidates. For example, ifM
thinks that

˜
τ is the standard name forω1, then a bigger candidateN will generally

see that
˜
τ is not a standard name forω1. So if Q is the (trivial) forcing{ω1}, then a

condition inP∗Q is a pair (p,q), whereP is (essentially) a standardP-name forω1. So
if M thinks that (p,q) ∈ P∗Q, thenN (or V) will generally not think that (p,q) ∈ P∗Q.
So we cannot use the formula “p∈ Pα” directly. We will use pairs (M, p) instead, where
M is a candidate andp ∈ PM

α . Another way to circumvent this problem would be to
use absolute names for hco-objects (inductively defined, starting with, e.g., “standard
name forα”, and allowing “name for union of (xi)i∈ω” etc). The second reason is that
forcing is generally not absolute (even when we use absolutenames):M can wrongly
think thatp forces that

˜
q2 ≤

˜
q1, i.e., that (p,

˜
q2) ≤ (p,

˜
q1) in P∗

˜
Q. We will avoid this by

interpreting (M, p) to be acanonical(M,Pα, p)-generic.

4.2. The nep iteration: properness and absoluteness.

Now we will construct a version ofPǫ that is forcing equivalent to the usual countable
support iteration and upwards absolutely defined. We will need to construct generics
in a canonical way, so we assume the following:

Assumption 4.13. There is an absolute (definition of a) function genα such thatPα
forces: If M is a candidate,σ : ω→ M surjective andp ∈ QM

α then genα(M,σ, p) is
QM
α -generic overM and stronger thanp.

Definition 4.14. Pnep
α consists of tuples (M,σ, p), whereM is a candidate,σ : ω→ M

surjective, andp ∈ PM
α .

So “x ∈ Pnep
α ” obviously is upwards absolute.

We will interpret (M,σ, p) as the “canonicalM-generic condition forcing that
p ∈GM

α ”. (Generally there are many generic conditions, and incompatible ones, so we
have to single out a specific one, the canonical generic, and for this we need 4.13).

Recall the construction of gen from Definition/Lemma 4.10. If we use Assump-
tion 4.13, we get:

Corollary 4.15. gen :Pnep
α → Pα is such that

1. gen(M,σ, p) is (M,Pα, p)-generic

2. If M,N are candidates,M,σ ∈ N, andG is (N,Pα)-generic, then genN(M,σ, p) ∈
GN
α iff genV(M,σ, p) ∈G.

(Here, genN is the result of the construction 4.10 carried out insideN, and anal-
ogously forV.) Of course gen cannot really be upwards absolute (i.e., we cannot have
genN(M,σ, p) = genV(M,σ, p)), sincex ∈ Pα is not upwards absolute. However, (2)
gives us a sufficient amount of absoluteness.
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Proof. (1) is clear. For (2), just go through the construction of 4.10 again and check by
induction that this construction is really sufficiently “canonical”, i.e., absolute. �

If σ1 , σ2 both enumerateM, then we do not require gen(M,σ1, p) and
gen(M,σ2, p) to be compatible.

Let us first note that a function gen as above also satisfies thefollowing:

Corollary 4.16. 1. If N thinks that q ≤∗ genN(M,σM , p), then
genV(N,σN,q) ≤∗ genV(M,σM , p).

2. If N ≺ H(χ), p ∈ N, and (N′, p′) is the ord-collapse of (N, p), andσ′ : ω→ N′ is
surjective, then gen(N′,σ′, p′) ≤∗ p.

Proof. (1) AssumeGα contains genV(N,σN,q). SoGα is (N,Pα)-generic andGN
α con-

tainsq and therefore genN(M,σM , p). So by 4.15(2),Gα contains genV(M,σM , p).

(2) Assume that theV-generic filterG contains gen(N′,σ′, p′). Then by defini-
tion, GN′ is N′-generic and containsp′. SoG is N-generic and containsp, according
to 4.7. �

Now we can define:

Definition 4.17. (M2,σ2, p2) ≤nep (M1,σ1, p1) means:M1,σ1 ∈ M2, and M2 thinks
that (M1 is a candidate and that)p2 ≤∗ genM2(M1,σ1, p1).

By Corollary 4.16(1)≤nep is transitive. It follows:

Theorem 4.18. 1. gen : (Pnep
α ,≤nep)→ (Pα,≤∗) is a dense embedding.

2. (Pnep
α ,≤nep) is nep.

Proof. (1)

• If ( M2,σ2, p2) ≤nep (M1,σ1, p1), then gen(M2,σ2, p2) ≤∗ gen(M1,σ1, p1)
by 4.16(1).

• If ( M2,σ2, p2) ⊥nep (M1,σ1, p1), then gen(M2,σ2, p2) ⊥∗ gen(M1,σ1, p1):
Assume thatq≤∗ gen(Mi ,σi , pi) (i ∈ {1,2}). LetN≺H(χ) containqandMi ,σi , pi ,
and let (M3, p3) be the ord-collapse of (N,q) andσ3 : ω→ M3 surjective. Then
(M3,σ3, p3) ≤nep (Mi ,σi , pi).

• gen is dense: Forp ∈ Pα pick anN ≺ H(χ) containingp and let (N′, p′) be the
ord-collapse of (N, p). Then gen(N′, p′) ≤∗ p, according to 4.16.2.

(2): The definitions ofPnep and≤nep are clearly upwards absolute. IfN is a
candidate andN thinks (M, p) ∈ Pnep, then (N,genN(M, p)) ≤nep (M, p) is N-generic:

AssumeGnep is aPnep-generic filter overV containing (N,q) (for someq). Since
gen is a dense embedding,Gnep defines aPα-generic filterGα overV, andGα contains
gen(N,q). This implies thatGα is (N,Pα)-generic.
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We have to show thatGneq∩Pnep,N is Pnep,N-generic overN. In N, the mapping
genN : Pnep,N → PN

α is dense, andGN
α is PN

α -generic overN. So the setG′ = {(M, p) :
genN(M, p) ∈GN

α } is Pnep,N-generic overN. But (M, p) ∈G′ iff (M, p) ∈G, according
to 4.15(2). �

Remark4.19. So the properties 4.15(1) and 4.16(1) are enough to show thatPnep can
be densely embedded intoPα. But 4.15(2) is needed to show thatPnep actually is nep:
OtherwisePnepstill is an upwards absolute forcing definition, and for every p∈ (Pnep)M

there is aq ≤ p in Pnep forcing that there is an (Pnep)M-generic filter overM, namely
the reverse image ofGM

α under genM but this filter doesn’t have to be the same as
Gnep∩ (Pnep)M.

4.3. Iterations along subsets ofǫ

As before we assume that (Qα)α∈ǫ is a sequence of forcing-definitions.

We can of course define a countable support iteration along every subsetw of ǫ:

Pw, the c.s.-iteration of (Qα)α∈w alongw, is defined by induction onα ∈w: Pw∩α
consists of functionsp with countable domain⊆ w∩α. If α is thew-successor ofζ,
thenp ∈ Pw∩α iff p ↾ ζ ∈ Pw∩ζ andζ < dom(p) or p(ζ) is aPw∩ζ-name for for an object
in Qα. If α is aw-limit, then p ∈ Pw∩α iff p ↾ ζ ∈ Pw∩ζ for all ζ ∈ α∩w.

Of course this notion does not bring anything new: Assumeβ ≤ ǫ is the order
type of w, and leti : β→ w be the isomorphism. ThenPw is isomorphic to the c.s.-
iteration (Rα,Qi(α))α<β.

We can calculatePw insideM and extend our notation to that case:

Definition 4.20. Let M be a candidate,w⊆ ǫ, w ∈ M.

• Pw is the countable support iteration along the orderw.

• PM
w is the forcingPw as constructed inM.

• v coversw (with respect toM) if ǫ ⊇ v⊇ w∩M.
(If w <ON, then this is independent ofM, sincew⊆ M for each candidateM.)

• If v coversw, andGv ⊆ Pv, then we defineGM
v→w by the following induction on

α ∈ ǫ ∩M, provided this results in aPM
w -generic filter overM. Otherwise,GM

v→w
is undefined. Letp ∈ PM

∩w∩α. If M thinks thatw∩α has no last element, then
p ∈GM

v→w∩α iff p ↾ β ∈GM
v→w∩β for all β ∈ α∩M. If w∩α has the last elementβ,

thenp ∈GM
v→w∩α iff p ↾ β ∈GM

v→w∩β andp(β)[GM
v→w∩β] ∈Gv(β).

• A Gv such thatGM
v→w is defined is called (M,Pw)-generic.

• Assume thatGv is (M,Pw)-generic andζ ∈ w∩M. Then we set

GM
v→w(ζ) = {

˜
q[GM

v→w↾ζ ] : ∃p p∪ (ζ,
˜
q) ∈GM

v→w}.
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• If v coversw, q ∈ Pv, andp is aPM
w -condition (orp is just in M a PM

w -name for
a PM

w -condition), thenq is (M,Pv→w, p)-generic ifq forces thatGv is (M,Pw)-
generic andp ∈GM

v→w (or p[GM
v→w] ∈GM

v→w, resp.).

The same proofs as 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 give us the according results for Pw:

Lemma 4.21. Assume thatV′ is an extension ofV

• M andN are candidates inV, M ∈ N,

• v ∈ N andu coversv with respect toN,

• w∈M, M ∈N andN thinks thatM is a candidate and thatv coversw with respect
to M,

• Gu ∈ V′ is (N,Pv)-generic.

Then we get:

1. In V, v coversw with respect toM.

2. If ζ ∈ v∩N, thenGN
u→v(ζ) = Q

N[GN
u→v]

ζ
∩Gu(ζ).

3. (GM
u→w)V′ = (GM

v→w)N[GN
u→v] .

4. In particular,G is (M,Pu→w)-generic iff N[GN
u→v] thinks thatGN

u→v is (M,Pv→w)-
generic.

5. If Gu is (M,Pw)-generic and
˜
τ a PM

w -name inM, then
˜
τ[GM

u→w] (calculated in
V[Gu]) is the same as

˜
τ[GM

v→w]M (calculated inN[GN
u→v]).

6. If q is (N,Pu→v, p)-generic andα ∈ ǫ ∩N, thenq ↾ α is (N,Pu↾α→v∩α, p ↾ α)-
generic.

Lemma 4.22. LetN ≺ H(χ), v ∈ N, (M,w) = ord-col(N,v),16 and letGv be Pv-
generic overV. Then

1. Gv is N-generic iff it is (M,Pv→w)-generic.

If Gv is N-generic andp,
˜
τ ∈ N, then

2. p ∈Gv iff ord-colN(p) ∈GM
v→w, and

3. ord-colN[Gv](
˜
τ[Gv]) = (ord-colN(

˜
τ))[GM

v→w].

Lemma 4.23. If M is a candidate,w ∈ M, v coversw, andp ∈ PM
w , then there is

a (M,Pv→w, p)-genericq ∈ Pv.

16so eitherw= v∩N or w= v ∈ON
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We give the following Lemma (used forQ=Mathias in [11]) as an example for
how we can use this iteration:

Lemma 4.24. LetB̄= (Bi)i∈I be a sequence (inV) of Borel codes. LetQα = Q
be the same nep forcing (definition) for allα < ǫ. If Pω1 forces

⋂

B̄= ∅, thenPǫ forces
⋂

B̄= ∅.

Proof. We assume that
⋂

B̄ = ∅ is forced byPω1 and therefore by allPα for α ∈ ω1.
We additionally assume towards a contradiction that

(4.1) p0 ǫ
˜
η0 ∈

⋂

Bi .

We fix a “countable version” of the name
˜
η0: Let N0 ≺ H(χ) contain

˜
η0 and p0. Let

(M0,
˜
η′0, p

′
0) be the ord-collapse of (N0,

˜
η0, p0). Setw= ǫ ∩N0 = ǫ ∩M0. In particular,

w is countable.

Sincew coversǫ with respect toM0, we can find an (M0,Pw→ǫ , p′0)-generic
conditionq0 in Pw. Underq0 we can define thePw-name

(4.2)
˜
τ≔

˜
η′0[GM0

w→ǫ ].

So wheneverq is in aGw-generic filter, then
˜
τ[Gw] is the same as

˜
η′0[GM0

w→ǫ ].

Pw is isomorphic toPα for some countableα, so we know thatPw forces
˜
τ <

⋂

B̄. In particular, we can find a ˜q≤ q0 and ani0 ∈ I such that

(4.3) q̃
˜
τ < Bi0.

Let N1 ≺ H(χ) contain the previously mentioned objects. In particularw⊂ N1.
Let (M1,P′, q̃′) be the ord-collapses of (N1,Pw, q̃). By elementarity,P′ = PM1

w . Sinceǫ
coversw, we can find an (M1,Pǫ→w,q′0)-generic conditionq1 in Pǫ .

Let G be aPǫ-generic filter overV containingq1. Setr =
˜
η0[G]. So r ∈ ⋂

B̄

by (4.1). On the other hand, ˜r ≔
˜
τ′[G̃] is not in Bi0 for G̃≔GM1

ǫ→w. Also, r̃ =
˜
η′0[G̃M0

w→ǫ ].
It remains to show thatr = r̃. This follows from transitivity (see Lemma 4.21), i.e.,
G̃M0

w→ǫ =GM0
ǫ→ǫ , and the fact thatGM0

ǫ→ǫ =GM0
ǫ , and from elementarity (see Lemma 4.7),

i.e., (M0[GM0
ǫ ],M0) is the ord-collapse of (N0[G],N0). �
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